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Executive Summary
This report was commissioned by Te Rā o Te Waka Hourua as part of a broad suicide
prevention research agenda that included examining the role of initiatives focused on
“realising the potential of cultural identity” as a protective factor in suicide
prevention. 1 Specific aims of Te Waka Hourua projects included:
•
“application of Māori and Pasifika cultural concepts that support positive mental
health and wellbeing, including the role of collective cultural identity and pride and the value
and need for ethnic specific research...,
•
identifying pathways which can lead to positive mental health outcomes including the
exploration of how outcomes in education, health, housing, employment impact on positive
mental health and wellbeing.” 2
The ‘Towards Mauri Ora’ research project investigated potential links between Maori-centric
entrepreneurship education programmes (known as Ahikaa programmes) and suicide
prevention for 'hard to reach’ rangatahi Māori and whānau who participated in the
programmes. The potential links were located in a range of suicide risk factors and protective
factors3 which, it was proposed, were reduced or ameliorated (in the case of risk factors)
and/or increased or strengthened (in the case of protective factors) for rangatahi and whānau
who completed Ahikaa entrepreneurship education programmes.
Previous research had identified the role of Ahikaa programmes in increasing and
strengthening some protective factors, and reducing or ameliorating some risk factors.
However explanations of how and why the entrepreneurship education programmes
operated to increase protective factors (such as social support and family connections,
educational achievement and career pathways, positive cultural identity, sense of self
efficacy, confidence, hope, future vision and goal-setting) and to reduce or ameliorate risk
factors (such as social isolation, family conflict, hopelessness, limited or negative cultural
identity, alcohol and drug use, lack of future vision and goals, non-participation in education,
employment or training) had not been investigated. The voices of programme participants
and their perceptions of what had made a difference for them (and why and how this was so)
provide answers to the questions framing this study.

1http://wakahourua.co.nz/te-r%C4%81-o-te-waka-hourua
2http://wakahourua.co.nz/te-r%C4%81-o-te-waka-hourua
3Risk

and protective factors are well known, having been identified in a range of research endeavours previously – see literature review.
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In answering the questions framing this study, it became apparent that rangatahi and whānau
participating in Ahikaa programmes did not conceive of ‘risk’ and ‘protective’ factors, or the
mechanisms by which these may be addressed in ways consistent with those presented in the
bulk of suicide research. While numerous studies have generated lists of suicide risk and
protective factors, as well as a considerable literature on resilience and interactions between
these and other elements, much of the work on these types of factors may be characterised
as post-mortem psycho-sociological autopsy based, and framed largely within Western
narratives. Whilst acknowledging these bodies of work, the primary lenses through which this
study views suicide prevention, protection, resilience and wellbeing for Māori is one of Mauri
Ora. From this perspective, a range of inter-related dimensions can impact on where
individuals, whānau and communities are located on a continuum of:
i.
Kahupō – which places one in a state of separation from the spark of life and light, and
firmly within the realm of vulnerability for suicide
and;
ii.
Mauri Ora – which connects one with the wairua of creative potential, mana ake and
well-being.
Also from this philosophical perspective, a range of prevention and intervention mechanisms
can potentially impact on the placement of individuals, whānau, hapu, iwi and communities
on that continuum. The Towards Mauri Ora research has found that Ahikaa entrepreneurship
education programmes provide one point of entry and one mechanism through which
individuals, whānau and communities may ‘move’ themselves further towards the Mauri Ora
end of this continuum.
The Towards Mauri Ora research project utilised Māori and Indigenous perspectives in
methodologies and analyses throughout the current research process. The research was
guided by participants and aimed to provide a medium for their voices to speak about the
topic. Individuals, whānau and other groups who were considered to be parties particularly
vulnerable to suicide and self-harm were involved in the research. Participants shared with
the Towards Mauri Ora research team, their views on what they found helpful or healing
within the kaupapa Māori entrepreneurship education as they began to move away from
states of Kahupō and towards Mauri Ora.
It is hoped that the experiences of participants may assist in illuminating a pathway towards
Mauri Ora that others may embark on, in their ways, and utilising their shared tools and
processes of healing and growing.

Introduction
7

‘Kia whiwhia ōu ngākau, ōu mahara, kia puta ki te whaiao ki te ao mārama.
Let your heart and mind (passions and intellect) receive strength and direction to fulfil your
purpose in life.’ 4
Mauri Ora is the affirmation of life; representing the source and possibility of fulfilling the
potential that is in everyone and everything. The principles of Mauri Ora have been expressed
over generations in a range of whakatauāki, mōteatea, toi Māori, and more recently
theoretical ‘models’ of health and wellbeing. In essence Mauri Ora is what keeps us alive and
wanting to survive and thrive. Faltering, weakening or absent Mauri Ora makes us vulnerable
to suicide and other forms of self-harm.
This study investigates some essential elements that Māori youth and whānau need to
achieve Mauri Ora as individuals, whānau and communities, and whether and how Māori
centred entrepreneurship education may provide a pathway towards Mauri Ora through
providing or facilitating participants to gain these elements. In order to effectively position
the research within this context, the team have endeavoured to 'build on the blocks provided
by those who have led the way before us'/‘Whāia te pae tawhiti kia tata, ko te pae tata
whakamaua kia tina.’
Few interventions have proven effective in stemming the growing numbers of suicides in our
nation. While every suicide is another one too many, some communities and groups are more
heavily impacted than others. Māori are certainly the most disproportionately affected group
in Aotearoa/New Zealand, as are indigenous peoples globally. Young Māori men in particular
and increasingly young Māori women are progressively more likely to take their own lives.
Alongside and often preceding this final act, are a range of destructive behaviours that cause
harm to those completing or attempting suicide, and to those who love them.
'A recent United Nations report from the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child
criticised aspects of New Zealand’s performance in several important areas of child and
family outcomes. New Zealand ranks 29 out of 30 developed countries on measures of child
health and safety.' 5
United Nations concerns included:
“…the ‘staggering’ rates of child abuse and poverty in New Zealand … high suicide
rates and widening disparities in health and living conditions for Māori children ...
discrimination against children in vulnerable situations – including Māori and Pacific

4Whakaatere
5OECD,

and Rāwinia.Undated paper
2009, cited in Public Health Advisory Committee, 2010
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children – who had unequal access to health and education.” 6
There has been some investment in support for low-income families or children living in
poverty. However, as stated in the ‘Every Child Counts, He Ara Hou: The Pathway Forward’
report:“Just over half of the 200,000 Aotearoa New Zealand children living below the poverty
line are Māori and Pasifika. As a result Māori and Pasifika children experience significantly
poorer health, educational, and social outcomes than other groups.” 7
It is clear that historical trauma and on-going colonisation has a significant part to play in
contemporary difficulties facing Māori (see Towards Mauri Ora literature review). Traumatic
losses and associated grief, including loss of Māori economic resource bases (compromising
mana whenua, mana moana), rangatiratanga (authority and power in our own lives and
whānau futures), whanaungatanga (collective identity, multi-generational and extended
support systems and useful roles to play within our environments) and mōhio and
mātauranga (knowledge, skills and techniques to survive and ideally thrive in the dominant
socio-cultural milieu) are evident contributors to suicidality and highlight the need to
investigate alternative interventions.
Although risk and protective factors are generally conceptualised and categorised within a
Western discursive frame (often utilising clinical narratives), there is another way of
identifying risk and protective or resilience enhancing factors. This way is through Māori
understandings of Mauri Ora –conceptualised according to Māori models of wellbeing (such
as Te Whare Tapa Whā 8, Te Wheke 9). The lists of risk factors identified by numerous authors
all clearly fall within the ambit of a loss, weakening or lack of sustenance in the areas of tinana,
hinengaro, wairua, and whānau. Protective or resilience enhancing factors identified by
researchers similarly fall within a range of sustenance or support for these dimensions of
Mauri Ora or wellbeing.
Whānau commonly face multiple challenges, from within and without, and over generations.
These challenges are typically intertwined, maintaining and sustaining each other,
compounding existing issues and impacting on the lives of whānau in multiple ways. In
addition the many challenges with which Māori are disproportionately forced to struggle,
including suicide and its sequelae for whānau, friends, hapū, iwi and communities, are
symptomatic of waning levels of Mauri Ora within many communities, whānau and groups.

6Duff,

2011
Puckey, Nicholson, 2011
8Durie, 1982
9Pere, 1997
7Henare,
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A potentially useful aspect of this situation is that intervention can occur through a variety of
pathways, and positive changes in one area of challenge can impact positively on other areas
also. So just as a problem saturated situation can be self-sustaining, so too can the solutions.
In the report 'Every Child Counts, He Ara Hou: The Pathway Forward' it is stated that:
'Current measurements of Māori and Pasifika wellbeing are inadequate, because they do not
take account of the Māori and Pasifika world views. New measurements and indices need to
be developed that reflect Māori and Pasifika values, spirituality and capabilities.' 10
The Towards Mauri Ora research team recognise that there are a number of recent and ongoing Maori-centric measurements, indices and investigations relating to Maori values and
well-being. 11 However Towards Mauri Ora researchers also concur that current
understandings and indices relating to suicide prevention are almost entirely positioned
within Western, individualistic and often clinically based frameworks of understanding. This
may be related to an emphasis by some in the field 12 on increasing the specialist mental
health and clinical focus, together with resourcing of these as a primary suicide prevention
response. While individualised prevention and treatment may be helpful, these approaches
on their own are inadequate in the context of Māori suicide prevention, where collective
distress and disadvantage demands collective solutions.
In effect the research team considers that suicide cannot be considered in isolation from
wider social disadvantage and the cluster of negative outcomes affecting rangatahi (including
children and youth) and whānau Māori. Suicide is considered here to be one of a number of
symptoms, signs or indicators of the inequities, distress and dis-ease disproportionately
affecting Māori whānau, rangatahi and communities, together with other indigenous
communities globally. Therefore the research team has conducted the Towards Mauri Ora
research within this context utilising Māori methodologies and a Māori centred approach to
the analysis of the findings.

Purpose of Research
The purpose of this report includes clarifying whether and if so, how entrepreneurship
education based on the principles of whanaungatanga, manaakitanga and ‘te ngīra tuitui’ has
the potential to support ‘hard to reach’ 13rangatahi and their whānau to positively transform

10Henare,

Puckey, Nicholson, 2011
See for example, ‘Te Hoe Nuku Roa’, ‘Hua Oranga’, ‘Whānaungatanga’ measurement tools and indices.
12See for example, Beutrais
13The term ‘hard-to-reach’ has been commonly used in social, health, mental health and marketing contexts to refer to groups who are
less likely to access services provided. The term has been criticised for putting the onus or blame for non-participation in mainstream
initiatives on the groups concerned-rather than examining the problems with dominant or mainstream approaches that marginalise or are
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their lives. This research examined connections between entrepreneurship education,
whānau and Māori community development pathways and outcomes with ‘hard to reach’
whānau. This project is new and innovative. Pathways and models for sustainable
development will be published from this research.
Funders objectives
Te Rā o Te Waka Hourua states on its website that it:
'....helps to build the evidence base of what works for Māori whānau, hapū, iwi, Pasifika
families and communities to prevent suicide. This work is being carried out through research
by, with and for these groups. Te Rā o Te Waka Hourua is driven by distinctive Māori and
Pasifika priorities, aspirations, and values that are underpinned by the realities of Māori and
Pasifika experience and world views.'. 14
Objectives of the Te Rā o Te Waka Hourua research funding include to:
"...address two of the four key research priorities identified in the Research Agenda."
The two research priorities to be addressed in this research project were:
"....around realising the potential of cultural identity. This includes:
•
application of Māori and Pasifika cultural concepts that supports positive
mental health and wellbeing, including the role of collective cultural identity and pride
and the value and need for ethnic specific research conducted within the Pasifika
context, and
•
pathways which can lead to positive mental health outcomes including the
exploration on how outcomes in education, health, housing, employment impact on
positive mental health and wellbeing."15
In particular to the Towards Mauri Ora research project Te Rā o Te Waka Hourua's aims also
included:
•
To investigate what we can learn about pathways for sustainable whānau
development and the potential for whānau transformation leading to the mitigation
of multiple known risk factors and;
•
How does culturally aligned entrepreneurship education facilitate cultural
connection and identity (known protective factors) for positive mental health
outcomes for Māori.

not helpful for the groups defined as ‘hard-to-reach’. Certainly ‘hard-to-reach’ groups are readily accessible for those working within their
communities and from a value and cultural base consistent with those communities.
14 http://wakahourua.co.nz/te-r%C4%81-o-te-waka-hourua
15http://wakahourua.co.nz/te-r%C4%81-o-te-waka-hourua
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Key Concepts
Mauri Ora and Kahupō
Mauri is the ‘spark’, the essence or life force that is in all things. Mauri exists as part of the
wider wairua system, and is what keeps people and things aligned with and within the flow
of the wairua. The effect of mauri has been described as follows:
“Mauri is like the centre that drives people. When they have mauri there is a sense of
purposefulness, they are inspired, they have these intangible qualities that motivate them
and provide them with a sense of self and collective identity. One of the by-products of mauri
is mana” 16
Mauri Ora represents the wellbeing, health, strength of the mauri in people, and may be used
in reference to individuals and collectives.
Kahupō literally refers to the darkness of night, or a dimness of sight (inability to see what is
out there). In this context kahupō refers to a state where the mauri is not burning brightly
within a person or group, hence the pathway forward is not illuminated or visible to them.
“The state of kahupō is that state of not being aligned with wairua. If you are kahupō then
you are spiritually blind and ... you have no ulterior purpose or meaning in life. Life is but a
physical drudgery. The antithesis of kahupō is awareness of wairua, living in the flow of the
wairua, and a passion for life.” 17 Hence individuals and groups living in a state of kahupō,
are unable to see a way forward, and in a real sense lack vision, direction and hope for the
future.
There can be little argument that suicide is ultimately an act of violence through selfdestruction. When suicide is acknowledged as self-directed violence, the work of the Second
Whānau Violence Taskforce may be seen to be of considerable relevance to this kaupapa.
The Taskforce defined the continuum of wellbeing as depicted in Figures 1 and 2 18 below:
Figure 1
The continuum of wellbeing
Kahupō

16Kruger
17Ibid

18These

Mauri Ora

et al; the Report of the Second Taskforce on Whānau Violence, (2nd edition) 2004: p.15

figures are reproduced from Kruger et al; the Report of the Second Taskforce on Whānau Violence, (2nd edition) 2004: p.15
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Building on the work of the Whānau Violence Taskforce, kahupō becomes a marker of
vulnerability or ‘increased risk’ in relation to suicide while movement towards the mauri ora
end of the continuum signifies decreasing risk and an increasingly positive state of wellbeing.

Risk and Protective Factors in Suicide Prevention
Much research and analysis around suicide prevention has focused on risk and protective
factors, with mental health disorders, particularly mood disorders including depression and
substance abuse identified as dominant components of suicide risk elevation. 19Problems with
this formulation, when applied to Māori particularly, are multiple. Although suicide may be
viewed at one level as an individual act, the Towards Mauri Ora research team suggests
addressing the issue of suicidality amongst Māori and other indigenous peoples must go
beyond individualised and remediation focused mental health approaches to suicide
prevention, and include a strong focus on public health, whānau, hapu, iwi and communitybased prevention initiatives.
The Towards Mauri Ora literature review highlights reasons to be cautious about how
research into suicide risk and protective factors is used. In particular, a lack of attention to or
research on Māori and other indigenous perceptions of risk and protection in relation to
suicide is noted. In addition the relative power of risk and protective factors influencing

19

ibid
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suicidality is important, as is the relative impact of particular combinations, ‘constellations’
and timing of factors.
Suicide risk factors20 may themselves be part of a cluster of symptoms indicative of more
fundamental and pervasive signals of distress, and structurally maintained dis-ease.
Entrenched social structures and dynamics that support racism, 21 on-going injustice or
perceptions of injustice, inequality of outcomes, 22 and a resulting sense of hopelessness may
well be amongst the underlying factors creating and sustaining high and increasing suicide
rates of Māori. Hence a dominant focus on the symptoms of mental distress and suicidality
can fail to address, and may well mask, more fundamental causal factors relating for example
to systemic racism and structural biases, which themselves also contribute to socio-economic
and other inequalities.
A range of individuals and groups may have important roles in suicide prevention – this
includes friends and whānau, teachers, social workers, health practitioners/GP’s and Nurses
– however health sector approaches risk focusing on psychological therapies in suicide
prevention and intervention. An assumption appears to be that it is a lack of access to
psychological therapies and remediation, and hence a need for more of these types of
therapies that is of primary significance in reducing suicide rates. Such assumptions largely
ignore the fact that significant causal factors in the development of conditions such as
depression, anxiety, substance abuse and suicidality may well include environmental
considerations such as living with abuse - including interpersonal abuse, structural violence
and abuse (inclusive of institutional and systemic racism), poverty and powerlessness.
The effects of spending over a decade in a culturally bound education system that has tended
to marginalise or exclude alternative learning styles 23 and teaching approaches - including
ako-centred approaches – should also not be under-estimated. For many whānau, education
is experienced as a prolonged story of failure and exclusion that cannot fail to negatively
impact self-concept, generate a perception of limited opportunities and affect socioeconomic, health, justice and employment outcomes.
Finally, definitions of mental health and illness, typologies of psychiatric disorders and
therapeutic approaches are founded within and bounded by one particular cultural

20Noting

that risk factors associated with suicide are also associated with other serious health issues that affect Māori and Pacific peoples
(such as diabetes, obesity, heart disease and addiction).
21This includes personal, structural and systemic racism.
22 This includes well-documented inequalities in outcomes in health, education, justice, income, home ownership with Māori and Pacific
peoples experiencing markedly less favourable outcomes than non-Māori or Pacific peoples in New Zealand.
23Ako may be translated as Maori pedagogy; Pere, R.R. Ako; 1982; and Dr Leonie Pihama, Kaapua Smith, Mereana Taki, Jenny Lee; The
International Research Institute for Maori and Indigenous Education, A Literature Review on Kaupapa Maori and Maori Education
Pedagogy. 2004
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framework - which may be termed a Western framework. This framework in turn is built on
a base of self-contained individualism, and subject to the inherent biases and assumptions
associated with this. Despite increased visibility of Māori models of health and wellbeing,
psychiatric and psychological treatments are still very much based within a siloed and
individualistic framework and not conducive to a holistic or collective therapeutic approach.
The research team believes that a central positioning of research and interventions based on
Western cultural and clinical foundations around risk and protective factors should be
approached with particular caution for a number of reasons. A key reason is that clinical
research, whilst appearing unbiased, does in fact carry at its core cultural biases that are
highly influential and may marginalise or silence other culture-centred analyses, perspectives
and interventions. These biases reflect Western individualistic conceptions of self and are at
the ‘centre’ of clinical formulations. 24
Te Wheke 25 is one of a number of well-known Māori culture-centred models that embody
Māori ways of understanding, waiora, hauora, Mauri Ora. Drawing on the dimensions
conveyed through ‘Te Wheke’ in relation to suicide prevention, it may be posited that it is
those environments, activities and/or initiatives that provide sustenance for the tentacles of
Te Wheke that promote Mauri Ora. It is these dimensions that, in effect, constitute resilience
or protective factors for Māori. Conversely, those environments that inhibit the ability of
individuals, whānau and communities to gain sustenance for the tentacles of Te Wheke
comprise ‘risk factors’ for suicide and other forms of violence and self-harm. Similarly Te
Whare Tapa Whā can be applied in this sense. In fact most indigenous models of wellbeing
can be applied to the wider area of suicide prevention and are particularly relevant to Māori
and other vulnerable groups when considering a framework in which to apply effective suicide
prevention interventions.
Few interventions have proven their long-term effectiveness in breaking the
intergenerational cycle of relative poverty and dependence. Poverty and the closely related
issues of poor mental and physical health, inadequate and overcrowded housing, criminal
justice system involvement and imprisonment, and family and whānau breakdown
disproportionately affect Māori and Pacific families and whānau. Maintaining this status quo
is not an option for the nation as a whole, because the financial and social costs are clearly
unsustainable.

A Public Health Approach to Suicide Prevention

24Love,
25Pere,

1999
1997
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“With risk and protective factors known, it becomes possible to develop, test and measure
interventions that can reduce the factors associated with an increased probability of
developing the problem (risk factors) and can enhance the factors associated with a
decreased probability of developing the problem (protective factors).” 26
A public health model involves four basic steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify the problem
Identify risk and protective factors
Develop, implement and test interventions
Ensure wide-spread adoption of evidence-based practises. 27

Many of the risk and protective factors associated with suicide are identical to or linked with
other multi-causal health issues such as those associated with diabetes, heart disease,
obesity, mental ill-health and addiction. These factors include economic deprivation,
academic/educational failure, isolation, trauma and family conflict. Indigeneity (being Māori)
is also correlated with increased risk. A public health approach operates at individual, family,
peer group, community and societal levels to reduce the occurrence or effects of modifiable
risk factors, and increase the occurrence and impact of protective factors, in this case those
associated with the onset of suicidality.
It is argued that rather than focusing on remediation for individuals contemplating,
attempting or dealing with suicide of whānau members, suicide prevention also requires
“broad multifaceted approaches...What is called for is a change in how prevention and
treatment are approached: a change from a disease-specific focus to one based on a multipronged, population oriented model built on known best practices: a public health model”.28

Framing Indigenous Suicide Prevention

“To understand Aboriginal 29 (indigenous) suicide one has to understand Aboriginal
(indigenous)history: their way of life has been destroyed, resulting in a loss of structure,
cohesion and meaning...The continuing effects of that history on today’s Aborigines
(indigenous peoples) are more important to the understanding of Aboriginal (indigenous)
suicide than any psychological, sociological or medical theories. To ignore, or worse, to deny
that history is to obfuscate the origins, causes and nature of a current problem and to forestall
any possible alleviation.” 30

26http://store.samhsa.gov/shin/content//SMA08-4352/SMA08-4352.pdf
27ibid

p19-20

28Caine

2004; Knox et al. 2004 cited in http://store.samhsa.gov/shin/content//SMA08-4352/SMA08-4352.pdf, p.15.
of or relating to the people and things that have been in a region from the earliest timehttp://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/aboriginal
30 Taft, C, 1999
29Aboriginal:
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Indigenous people’s perspectives of suicide are consistent with those contained in the
kahupō-mauri ora continuum, where suicide is a symptom, sign or indicator, along with other
symptoms, signs or indicators of a lack of hope - defined in part by the loss of future vision or
fore-sight.
“Collective despair, or collective lack of hope, will lead us to collective suicide. This type of
suicide can take many forms, foreshadowed by many possible signs: identity crisis, loss of
pride, every kind of dependence, denial of our customs and traditions, degradation of our
environment, weakening of our language, abandonment of our struggle for Aboriginal rights,
our autonomy and our culture, uncaring acceptance of violence, passive acknowledgement
of lack of work and responsibilities, lack of respect for elders, envy of those who try to keep
their heads up and who might succeed, and so on.” 31
The picture is of progressive loss of pride and positive cultural identity, the loss of cultural
values, customs and traditions. These are the very elements that may provide protection from
the systemic and structural violence affecting indigenous populations, including New Zealand
Maori, and the consequences of these social realities, one of which is suicidality. 32
Suicide Prevention and Intervention Streams 33
Upstream prevention is one end of the suicide prevention continuum. “Upstream suicide
prevention has been described as an approach which seeks to prevent “the causes of the
causes” of suicide. Upstream interventions seek to (1) prevent risk factors from developing,
and (2) enhance protective factors to buffer the effect of risk factors in people’s lives.”
Upstream interventions aim to reduce risk factors. At a group or community level, the Ahikaa
entrepreneurship education programmes examined in this research seek to reduce a number
of risk factors, and to promote or increase protective factors.
Midstream interventions “seek to reduce risk factors for suicide that are already present in
people’s lives, or to protect them from the effects of these risk factors. Midstream
interventions include early detection and treatment for depression and activities that
encourage people to seek help for emotional problems.” Many of the participants in the
Ahikaa entrepreneurship education programmes were from socially disadvantaged and
vulnerable groups, experiencing a range of environmental and personal risk factors and with
limited protective factors available to them. As a group, participants could be considered to
be at an increased risk of suicide and self-harm because of the number and level of risk factors

31Chief

Jean-Charles Pie``tacho of the Mingan First Nation, cited in Tatz, 2012, p.922.
Mauriora Literature Review

32SeeTowards
33Ibid
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experienced by them, and sometimes accompanied by relative few or comparatively weak
protective factors.
Downstream interventions target people already involved in suicidal or self-harming
behaviour (e.g., people who have attempted suicide or are experiencing serious suicidal
ideation). Downstream interventions may include community or inpatient mental health
admission and treatment, medication and cognitive behavioural therapy and safety
planning. Downstream interventions occur where individuals Ahikaa participants were
identified as experiencing suicidal ideation or other indicators and efforts were made to
address these through referral to specialised services.

It is posited here that indigenous entrepreneurship education, as in the Ahikaa
entrepreneurship education model, provides a pathway to Mauri Ora, in effect acting as a
suicide prevention and intervention initiative at up-stream and mid-stream points, and with
potential also to facilitate downstream interventions.

Ahikaa Entrepreneurship Background
Professor Emeritus Sir Ngātata Love began developing and delivering indigenous
entrepreneurship programmes around Aotearoa/New Zealand and Pacific nations in the
1970s. Ahikaa programmes continue this long tradition of providing indigenous
entrepreneurship education.
“Ahikaa programmes are designed to ignite the ‘entrepreneurial spirit’ 34 in families and
whānau, hapū, iwi and community groups as well as individuals. Ahikaa programmes provide
personal growth, confidence and efficacy building, relational and economic skills and career
development within the context of a unique and internationally proven entrepreneurship
education programme.” 35
As illustrated in the above quote, the aims of Ahikaa entrepreneurship education have been
described as ‘igniting the ‘entrepreneurial spirit’ in families and whānau, hapū, iwi and
community groups as well as individuals. The entrepreneurship education programmes claim
to facilitate personal growth, confidence and efficacy building, relational and economic skills
and career development within the context of an entrepreneurship education programme.

34 The concept of ‘Entrepreneurial Spirit’ aligns in many ways with Maori concepts of mauri and mauri ora, and also incorporated elements
such as resilience and hopefulness.
35 Families Commission Research Report, 2012
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The model adopted by the Ahikaa entrepreneurship education team has been one of
community development. Tutors from targeted communities are trained in the Ahikaa
pedagogy and programme, and supported to provide the programmes within their
communities and regions.
In general terms, the programmes are geared to helping participants to get to know
themselves, identify their strengths and challenges and find pathways forward. There is a
focus on growing participant’s ability to recognise (see), grasp and maximise opportunities,
facilitating goal-setting and enhancing motivation through incremental achievement,
improving educational and personal outcomes, and honing the skills needed to navigate their
way competently within the economic environment, perhaps develop their own businesses,
and to reach their goals. 36

Ahikaa Target Groups and Communities of Interest
The Kaupapa Māori Ahikaa entrepreneurship education programmes have been provided to
a range of youth, whānau and community groups since 2006, 37with a particular focus on low
income communities and ‘hard to reach’ groups. Participants in Ahikaa entrepreneurship
education programmes range in age from 10 years to 73 years. Ninety-five percent of
participants are reported as identifying as Māori and/or Pacific Nations ethnicity. Most
participants do not have formal educational qualifications prior to coming on the
entrepreneurship programme. Ahikaa entrepreneurship programmes are unique in that two
and sometimes three generations of whānau may participate in the programmes together,
as whānau. 38

Ahikaa Entrepreneurship Education: A Précis of Key Elements
“It's not primarily about education - it's about a voyage of discovery...for themselves. It's
about putting aside...the barriers that we always face when we have to comply with the daily
routine in schools and that, and it's about breaking out of lethargy and being able to feel that:
'I want to go somewhere', and that pathway is important. So it's a feeling of wanting to move
ahead and go and achieve what they want to do... that is a way of the spirit, inside - so they
don't have to give up hope because they can think of ways of creating something.” 39

Families Commission, 2012
Ibid
38 Ibid
39 Ahikaa Tutor
36
37
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The term ‘ahikaa’ has been described as akin to the English concept of ‘keeping the home
fires burning’. In the context of the Kaupapa Maori Entrepreneurship Education programme
examined in this research it has a dual meaning.
First ‘ahikaa’ represents whānau, hapū and communities that are not merely surviving, but
also thriving. It represents whānau, hapū and communities living and working together,
cooking and eating together, and looking after the home base. For provincial and rural
communities particularly, it represents ways to keep their home base thriving, providing
opportunities for young people and stemming the flow of talented youth out of the district. 40
As described by Ahikaa tutors the second meaning carried by the term ‘ahikaa’ in this context
is that of the spark or flame that burns within each one of us. This is the flame that drives us
as infants to achieve our goals, to learn to stand, to walk, to speak and to persist despite falls
and mispronunciations. Over time, events in our lives and the circumstances of our
environments can starve the flame of oxygen, or almost snuff it out. Ahikaa seeks to fuel the
spark to reignite a strong fire of goal seeking behaviour, achievement motivation that is our
common birthright. 41
In the discourse utilised within the Ahikaa programmes, entrepreneurship education is also
described as a process of reclaiming rangatiratanga through a variety of mechanisms
included in the programmes. In the language of suicide prevention, Ahikaa programmes
may be seen to provide a pathway from kahupō to mauri ora by strengthening
protective/resilience factors and ameliorating risk factors within culturally aligned
entrepreneurship education programmes and processes.
Ahikaa Tikanga/Values
Ahikaa tutors in conjunction with taiohi identified and developed the tikanga/values outlined
below as central to all programmes that they provided.42 An Ahikaa Entrepreneurship tutor
advised:
"Every course was run using them....the tikanga was set at the start and we always brought
everything back to it as we went along". 43
The tikanga included the values and principles of:
Whanaungatanga
Manaakitanga
Aroha
Including whānau
participation, the

Including
looking after

Ahikaa Tutor narrative
Ibid
42 Ahikaa Tutors (3)
43 Adult Participant, Whānau Member and Tutor, Female.

Including
showing love,

Kotahitanga

Āwhina

Including
Working

Including
Helping

40
41
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culture and support
of the
(metaphorical)‘Ahikaa
whānau’ , shared
responsibilities,
collective and
collaborative
endeavours

each other,
manuhiri and
whānau,
Assisting those
less fortunate

respect,
consideration,
caring

towards
same
kaupapa,
goals, aims,
values etc
together as a
rōpū,
collective

others to
learn
&achieve,
valuing
contributions
and strengths,
Having a
positive sense
of
responsibility
for others

These tikanga formed the base values for all those associated with Ahikaa to conduct
themselves as members of the Ahikaa whānau whether that be as a student, a tutor, a staff
member or a whānau member. From the perspective of suicide prevention through a cultural
lens these tikanga provide a practical and positive base with which all Ahikaa whānau could
identify a valued role that they played within a community/whānau (Ahikaa) and provided a
platform for everyone to participate and take responsibility.
Based on protective factors previously identified in the field of suicide prevention it is evident
that these tikanga in practice could be viewed as culturally aligned protective factors
themselves. Ahikaa tikanga combined with elements of entrepreneurial thinking would
potentially strengthen whānau and/or individual protective factors. 44

Previous Research
Several evaluations of the Ahikaa entrepreneurship programme have been conducted,
including by Victoria University of Wellington (for the Hui Taumata Trust), and most recently
by the Families Commission. According to that previous research the programme has proven
effective in:
•
increasing confidence, motivation, sense of self-efficacy and
•
elevating goal-setting behaviour
•
increasing levels of business knowledge, economic understanding and
financially literate behaviour.
Ahikaa entrepreneurship programmes have also proven effective in motivating participants
to set and achieve educational goals, with “two-thirds of participants proceeding to further

44

Entrepreneurial thinking in relation to protective factors will be examined more in following sections of this report.
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education within 12 months of completing an Ahikaa programme; and most of these entering
further formal education close to or on completion of the entrepreneurship programme." 45
How does indigenous entrepreneurship education differ from Western entrepreneurship
education?
In common with most indigenous approaches to entrepreneurship, Ahikaa entrepreneurship
education brings together a range of culturally congruent teaching and learning methods,
utilising cultural values (such as the Ahikaa tikanga), core concepts to facilitate strength-based
development and positive psychological and behavioural transformations, to convey useful
contemporary knowledge and information and the application of these.
Ahikaa Kaupapa Maori entrepreneurship education has three core components.
1.
Providing a culturally aligned learning and teaching environment
2.
Building an entrepreneurial mind-set
3.
Providing tools and skills to successfully navigate in the contemporary socioeconomic environment
There are many commonalities between Western and indigenous or specifically Māori
entrepreneurship education, in terms of the business and economic skills and tools that are
provided to programme participants. However there are also significant differences between
the two types of approaches.
Western Entrepreneurship Education
Emphasises:
Western cultural alignment and value base,
including individualistic orientation
Individual achievement in entrepreneurial
endeavours
Competition
For-profit enterprise
Short-medium term enterprise that can be
sold at a profit
Self and immediate family benefits

45

Māori Entrepreneurship Education
Emphasises:
Māori cultural alignment and value base,
including sociocentric orientation and
incorporating whanaungatanga,
Individual and group achievement and
intrapreneurship
Collaboration and friendly competition
Sustainable for-profit and social enterprise
Long-term inter-generational enterprises
based on non-saleable assets, as well as
short-medium term enterprises that can be
sold at a profit
Social as well as individual and whānau
benefits

The Learning Centre: A Formative Evaluation. Dr Michael Roguski, 2012.
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Pedagogy based on cognitive knowledge
and provision of information via tutor and
course materials

Pedagogy based on principles of ako.
Incorporating cognitive, emotional, physical
(kinaesthetic), collectivist and spiritual
elements. Learners as teachers and
teachers as learners.

Throughout the world, economics and business endeavours are clearly integrated with and
central to personal health and wellbeing, whānau/family functioning and dynamics, and
political environments. Entrepreneurship is recognised as both a historical and contemporary
strength of Māori. Pre-European and early post-European Māori economic and
entrepreneurial prowess has been well-documented. 46
More recently, the Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor studies identified Māori as amongst the most entrepreneurial
peoples out of the 47 nations included in the studies. 47
As previously mentioned, some of the outcomes of the indigenous entrepreneurship
education programmes would appear to mitigate existing or potential risk factors, and/or to
enhance protective factors relating to suicidality. This study proposes that one of the
mitigating factors is that culturally aligned entrepreneurship education facilitates cultural
connection and assists in generating a positive cultural identity (a known suicide protective
factors) through several mechanisms including cultural reclamation. Alongside this are an
enhanced sense of self-efficacy and power, based on increased understandings of economics,
acquisition of tools need for business, and the recognition and development of essential skills.
Together these factors enable Ahikaa entrepreneurship education participants to increase the
exercise of rangatiratanga in their lives, in their whānau, hapu, iwi and community contexts.

What is Entrepreneurship?
The French word ‘entreprendre’ forms the root of the term ‘entrepreneur’. Entreprendre
means ‘to start, to set out on’, ‘to undertake, to embark’. 48 The term has a wide range of
applications including being used in relation to setting out on a journey, undertaking a project
and taking on (accepting and beginning) a challenge. ‘Entrepreneurs’, then are people who
‘initiate’, ‘innovate’ and ‘get things done’. In more recent times, the term has been largely coopted by the business sector, with ‘entrepreneurship’ most commonly used to refer to the
process of starting and operating a business, with a particular focus on invention and
innovation in business. The relevance of the word meaning implies a new beginning, an action
of some description and a change occurring that carries with it a positive implication. The

See for example; Firth, Economics of the NZ Māori; Waitangi Tribunal, Te Whanganui a Tara me ona Takiwa.
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) Report 2005
48http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/translate/french-english/entreprendre
46
47
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Towards Mauri Ora research team notices the necessity of these implications when moving
on the continuum of kahupō towards mauri ora and therefore recognises the concept of the
word Entrepreneur and its potential relevance in suicide prevention initiatives.

The Entrepreneurial Mindset
Growing entrepreneurial mindsets is at the core of Ahikaa entrepreneurship education
programmes. The Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship (NFTE) describes an
entrepreneurial mindset as a “set of skills and behaviours that can be taught and practised...a
mindset that equips (people) to recognize opportunity, take initiative, and innovate in the
face of challenges” 49 rather than a fixed trait within individuals. NFTE identifies eight core
elements of an entrepreneurial mindset:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunity recognition
Comfort with risk (including calculated risk-taking and risk management)
Creativity and innovation
Future orientation
Flexibility and adaptability
Initiative and self-reliance
Critical thinking and problem solving
Communication and collaboration

Although the formulations proposed by NFTE and others looking at entrepreneurial mindsets
emphasise the mindset within individuals, Ahikaa approaches also emphasise entrepreneurial
mindsets shared within whānau and collectives. In addition, Ahikaa entrepreneurship
education programmes emphasise (individual and shared) goal setting and goal-directed
behaviour and culturally aligned expressions of these as integral to Māori entrepreneurial
mindsets.
Maui-Tikitiki-A-Taranga has been identified with the archetypal Māori entrepreneurial
mindset. 50 An entrepreneurial mindset is a way of looking at the world that is in many ways
antithetical to that which has been fostered within post-industrial schooling systems.51 It is a
way of thinking and associated actions that are increasingly recognised as essential in our
modern world.
Many of the core elements of an entrepreneurial mindset can also be broadly aligned to
protective factors such resilience, hopefulness and confidence. These coupled with the
potential culturally aligned and inclusive protective elements of the Ahikaa Kaupapa Māori

49http://www.nfte.com/what/entrepreneurial-mindset
50Keelan,

TO. J
Sir Ken. ‘Does schooling kill creativity?” Ted Talks

51Robertson,
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Entrepreneurship education programme provides the Towards Mauri Ora team with an
overview with which to conduct the research and recognise aspects of suicide prevention
methods within the programme.

Contextualising entrepreneurship, business, commerce and economics
Entrepreneurship in various forms is fundamental to progress and development. Whether
economies are based on capitalist, socialist, collective ownership or kaitiakitanga principles,
entrepreneurial mindsets and activities have important contributions to make. Although
entrepreneurship is not solely about business, there are some business concepts that are
fundamental, not only to entrepreneurship, but also to the ability of individuals and groups
to thrive in a society based - as most contemporary global economies are - on a capitalist
economy. Many of these concepts, such as business, economics and commerce, when
understood in their most basic forms, can be seen to be an integral part of societies
throughout time, including Māori society.
At its most basic, economics is defined as (the study of and activities relating to) "how
societies use scarce resources to produce valuable commodities and distribute them among
different people."52In its broadest sense, commerce has been described as “social dealings
between people 53 ” In contemporary usage, according to Stephenson, commerce may be
defined as “an organized system for the exchange of goods (and services) between the
members of the industrial world”. In a somewhat more inclusive sense, commerce is seen as
“that part of a business which is concerned with the exchange of goods and services and
includes all those activities which directly or indirectly facilitate that exchange.” 54
In contemporary usage, business and economics have been carved out as distinct and
specialist areas of study and endeavour. Business and economics are usually considered to
be separate to and distinct from, for example, mental health and wellbeing, whānau /family
functioning or dynamics, and politics. ‘Entrepreneurship’ in modern Western contexts has
arguably tended to be portrayed as a characteristic of exceptional individuals, who achieve
status through their business success and accumulation of personal wealth. With the growth
of big business and global corporations, business has increasingly been seen as an exclusive
domain, and one largely foreign to and beyond the reach’ of the ‘proletariat.’ However, in
reality commerce, business and entrepreneurship have always been integral parts of Māori
and other indigenous cultures.

https://www.aeaweb.org/students/WhatIsEconomics.php
https://www.google.co.nz/webhp?sourceid=chrome-instant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF-8#q=what%20is%20commerce
54 http://kalyan-city.blogspot.co.nz/2011/03/what-is-commerce-meaning-and-importance.html
52
53
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Poverty and the consequent inability to participate economically in societies are known to be
contributors to the risk factors of suicide. Ahikaa participants and whānau tend to be from a
grouping in society that is defined as 'high risk' in relation to economic status, with limited
ability to participate fully in society and resulting social exclusion or marginalisation.55
Ahikaa – Entrepreneurship Education in context
Ahikaa entrepreneurship education programmes, targeted at Māori whānau, hapū, iwi and
communities present business and entrepreneurship in culturally cognisant, accessible ways.
The programmes emphasise the fundamental nature of business, commerce and exchange
activities throughout history, throughout the world, and its relevance to all aspects of
contemporary life. Whether in capitalist, socialist or communal and trade-based economies,
entrepreneurship has an important part to play in economic growth and development.

55

See Towards Mauri Ora literature review.
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Research Method
Aims of the Research
The aim of the Towards Mauri Ora research was to investigate rangatahi and whānau
outcomes and experiences of Kaupapa Māori Entrepreneurship Education and to identify the
specific outcomes and potential value of entrepreneurship education as a means of building
resilience and facilitating positive Māori, whānau, hapū, iwi, hāpori and rangatahi
development.
Using the framework of 'Kahupō to Mauri Ora' it is theorised that promoting resilience and
developing protective factors in turn mitigate against negative outcomes with particular
emphasis on suicide and self-harm among other negative risk factors.
With these objectives in mind the interaction with the participants was able to be conducted
maintaining a positive (Mauri Ora) focus. Although open discourse was encouraged, the aims
of the research allowed participants to focus on the positive aspects of their experiences
during and after the programme.
The wider aim of this research was to understand how participation in a Kaupapa Māori
Entrepreneurship programme lowered risk factors of suicide and fostered whānau
transformation, hence the 'positive' focus.

Methodology
Kaupapa Māori Theory and Practice
The Towards Mauri Ora research team was guided by the knowledge gained through the ‘acts’
of research characterized under Kaupapa Māori, tikanga-a-iwi and the broader Mātauranga
Māori methodologies. Kaupapa Māori is not a new research methodology, but rather the
application of longstanding values, worldviews, ethics and processes to modern research
contexts.
There are basic differences between Western and Māori approaches to knowledge and
consequently to preferred research methodologies. Durie 56 cited in Milne 57described the
differences that Western approaches to research tend to involve ‘inductive’ methodologies;
meaning the object under examination is broken down into progressively smaller pieces and
the individual parts examined. On the other hand, Māori approaches tend to involve looking

56
57

Durie, 1986
Milne, 2005
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outwards, developing relationships and connections with the aim of gaining the whole
(holistic) picture. Taking these differences into account the research team believed that it
was fundamental to the success of this research into a topic such as suicide prevention,
concerning primarily Māori whānau, to adhere to Māori methodology. The research team
endeavoured to ensure that all aspects of the research were undertaken using a Māori
centred approach 58.
Linda Smith’s ‘Kaupapa Māori practices’ 59 were maintained and respected throughout the
research. In order to do this the research team continually sought the advice and guidance
of Kaumātua and those in the community and field to maintain ‘safe’ and respectful research
methods. The significance of using Kaupapa Māori in this research, particularly while
examining this topic is best described in the following quote from Pihama: 'Kaupapa Māori
Theory provides openings into analysis that can more readily explain and transform current
inequities that face Māori people'60.
While the research was conducted within a kaupapa Māori framework, and according to
tikanga Māori principles, there were also requirements to comply with Pākehā
methodological practices. Thus the research approach needed an understanding of tikanga
and kaupapa Māori processes, together with a critical analysis of appropriate research
methodologies and methods, and recognition of the political and social realities within which
Māori philosophies and values exist today - particularly in an urban setting. Kaupapa Māori
research methodologies are transparently subjective. Just as research participants are overtly
located within whānau, hapū, iwi and waka traditions, so too are the researchers openly
located within these systems, structures and ‘ways of being’.
Positioning within method:
Love 61 argues that Māori-centred research practice and ethics are encompassed and
contextualized within tikanga-ā-iwi.62The context of this particular research began with the
location of the researchers as Māori working in the field of cultural development. It was
important that all the researchers identified themselves to participants within their culturally
constituted conceptions of self,-based within their whānau, hapū and iwi identity. In addition,
researchers identified their professional roles and their specific positions in terms of the
research. For example, all the researchers had positions within Māori development, some
also situating themselves within the fields of business, education, suicide prevention,

58Cram,

2001; Smith, 1999
Smith, 1999.
60 Pihama, 2001. p. ix
61Love, C. 1999
62 Love, 1999; 2006
59
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counselling, participant communities and the Ahikaa programme itself. This positioning was
important for transparency, connection, was in line with Māori methodologies and supported
the 'safety' objectives needed for the research.
Whānau Narrative Inquiry
Narrative Inquiry is a relatively new qualitative research methodology 63. Indigenous Narrative
Inquiry as a formalised qualitative research methodology is an even more recent
development, taking the approaches of narrative enquiry and integrating whānau Narrative
Inquiry within a cultural framework.
Whānau Narrative Inquiry 64is the broad name for a range of methods designed to enable the
validation of the voices and experiences of those holding the narratives or stories as they
interpret the significance of these for themselves. The endpoint of Whānau Narrative Inquiry
is a story or narrative that captures the meanings generated by the participants rather than
the researchers.65Stories and narratives offer a way to experience and come to know the truth
according to the reality of the story-teller in the cultural contexts in which key experiences
inform their stories or narratives. Whānau Narrative Inquiry places whānau and their stories
or narratives at the heart of the research process. According to Lee, Pūrākau, a traditional
form of Māori narrative contains philosophical thought, epistemological constructs, cultural
codes, and worldviews that are fundamental to identity as Māori. 66
This research considered more traditional forms of Whānau Narrative Inquiry as determined
by the participating whānau. Moreover, the application of a Pūrākau method took the
contemporary kōrero of these whānau (their current and past realities) and rendered
meaning through a whakapapa analysis with more traditional interpretations of specific
constructs such as whanaungatanga and whakapapa, linking to a set of values for sustainable
whānau development pathways.
As Ahikaa entrepreneurship education is all about the future and opportunities for
transformation, this method was employed with the 'hard-to-reach' Ahikaa whānau .
Motivational Interviewing
Motivational Interviewing was used to identify readiness to change and motivators for change
as a pre-requisite to the change process. Standardised motivational interviewing had not
been widely used with Māori or Indigenous youth. In common with many Western

Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007
Cram, 2010
65 Elbaz-Luwisch, 1997
66 Lee, 2009
63
64
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psychological tools and theories, it risks being situated within the cultural bias of western
psychology 67. Peters 68 concluded that there was little research on how Māori, Pacific, Asian
(and other cultures) principles and processes might work alongside CBT and motivational
interviewing to enhance the therapeutic process. Whereas, successful models of integrated
cultural and clinical therapies provide some support for an integrated approach to
intervention design with Māori and Indigenous mental health issues including suicide
prevention 69.
A Māori specific motivational interviewing tool and process was developed and applied in this
research. The tool was developed on strength of Māori cultural values which locate the
individual in context of their whakapapa and the practices associated with whanaungatanga
and other cultural expressions of collective values specific to Māori. A Māori specific
motivational interviewing process based on Pūrākau and Māori ancestral super heroes such
as Maui 70, were examined resulting in a Māori youth and whānau Motivational Interview tool
being developed specifically for this research.
Ethical Approval: Te Whare Wānanga o Awanuiārangi
Due to the nature of this research there were safety and risk factors that needed to be
addressed prior to the commencement of the research project.
The research topic itself did not directly involve themes around suicide, (albeit examining
suicide prevention factors), however the underlying kaupapa could be seen to be of a
confronting and upsetting nature, therefore it was essential that appropriate safety measures
were employed, addressing clinical and cultural safety, these included mental, emotional,
cultural, spiritual and physical safety measures.
A one size fits all approach to clinical and cultural safety was considered inappropriate by the
research team and the plan took into account locally based resource people known to the
communities under study. With this in mind, the safety plan included identified trusted
Kaumātua/Cultural advisors and local Māori clinicians/Māori with a knowledge of the
interaction between clinical risks, and other support services in each site so that suitable
referrals could be made when and if necessary. Access to these safety resources were offered
to the participants at the beginning of each interview along with the option of refraining from
answering questions or discontinuing the interview at any stage.

67Ranzijn,

McConnochie, Clarke & Nolan, 2007
Peters, 2007
69Gone & Alcantara, 2007; Bennett, 2007; Valentine, 2009; Lawson-Te Aho, 2013
70Ware, 2009
68
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All interviewers were trained counsellors and had a background in Mental Health, community
and Māori Development. Participants were informed of the topic and scope of the research,
and informed of the resources available to them if needed, however the focus was on their
experiences and the methodologies permitted them to determine the direction and depth of
the korero themselves allowing the participants to stay within their comfort zones and retain
their rangatiratanga throughout the interview.
There are major ethical issues in suicide prevention research particularly when researching
with what are defined as ‘at risk groups’. However, these rangatahi and their whānau are
resilient. It is the strength and resiliency leading to transformative actions and the
maintenance of these actions that is at the heart of this research. Despite multiple challenges
and traumas these whānau survive and can go on to lead positive lives. The value of their
survival stories and narratives about how they overcome trauma is of immense value for
indigenous suicide prevention research that informs the field about what can be achieved in
spite of major trauma backgrounds.
Ethical approval was sought and received from Te Whare Wānanga o Awanuiārangi with the
final approval letter for the Towards Mauri Ora project being signed off on 16th February
2015.71

Method
An exploratory study using qualitative methodology was conducted. As previously detailed a
literature review was completed on the topic and this data was compiled for analysis together
with key informant interviews kanohi kitea and other supplementary data sources72 .
Interviews
In order to generate comfortable and open narratives Whānau Narrative Inquiry and Kaupapa
Māori Methodology were primarily utilised in the key informant interviews, with aspects of
developed Motivational Interviewing tools as decided by the interviewers as helpful.
Participants
The participating whānau in the interviews for this research identified as Māori from a range
of different tribal backgrounds, were aged between 16 years and 78 years old and had been
a part of the Ahikaa programme either as students or whānau in one of three rohe: Te
Whanganui a Tara, Te Tau Ihu o Te Waka o Māui and Te Moana a Toi.
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Five of the interviewees were Ahikaa staff and/or tutors who had themselves completed
Ahikaa entrepreneurship education programmes, and the korero provided by them also
included their perspectives and experiences in these roles.
Many of the participants and whānau may be described as ‘hard-to-reach', 'at risk' and
'vulnerable' whānau. Whānau thus described included those who are long term unemployed
and/or NEET gang affiliated, whānau in conflict with the law, including those with members
experiencing periods of imprisonment, and whānau for whom being Māori encompassed a
range of memories and experiences, not always positive.
After several participants self-determined that the age criteria for rangatahi (youth) was ages
16-25yrs it was decided that this would be the criteria used to categorise rangatahi in this
research allowing participants to maintain their rangatiratanga in this respect also.
When given the option, all participants opted for a group interview rather than an individual
interview which seemed to support the inclusive and whānau based nature of both
participants’ preferences and of their Ahikaa programme experiences. Also, after
participation in the interviews many of those interviewed identified and contacted others
about participating in the Towards Mauri Ora research. This supports a Kaupapa Māori
methodology and the collectiveness displayed by those involved in the Ahikaa programme.
Supplementary data
Ahikaa Completion Self Evaluation Surveys
The research team accessed 203 of the Entrepreneurship Self Evaluation Surveys and
compiled data and quotes from these relevant to the project research. The Self Evaluation
Surveys were completed by course participants at the conclusion of Ahikaa Entrepreneurship
programmes. This data was analysed and was included in the triangulation of the research
findings. The Self Evaluation Surveys provided significant data, in the form of demographic
detail, rating based surveys and commentary about the programmes generally and about
specific impacts of the programme on participants. Hence completion survey data, provided
anonymously, was considered highly relevant to the Towards Mauri Ora research.

Other Documented Data
Data was also collected and utilised from various relevant sources such as published reports,
other evaluation surveys and newspaper articles.

Limitations of Method in Practice
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As with all exploratory research there were limitations and challenges that arose upon
implementation of the methodology of the Towards Mauri Ora project.
Recruitment of participants
Upon investigation the team found that there was not an accessible central database for all
Kaupapa Māori Entrepreneurship Education and Community Development programme
participants nationally. This posed a potential difficulty in being able to identify and access
suitable and willing participants to conduct the interviews in each of the rohe.
In order to address this potential difficulty the team contacted key people in each of the three
rohe who had access to participant networks and course records. This enabled the research
team to develop a database which included participant demographics, courses attended and
last known contact details. In order to be able to select a wide enough sample of suitable
participants, information such as pre and post Māori entrepreneurship education selfassessment goals were also included in this database.
The development of the database did assist with the challenge of participant recruitment,
however due to several factors including, variable lengths of time since attendance on the
Ahikaa programme, the fact that many participants had progressed or had made major life
changes, whānau who remained 'hard to reach' and the recruitment of participants for the
interview component remained a challenge for the team throughout the research.
Modification of Interview Method
Two comprehensive interview schedules were developed - one specifically for individual
participant interviews and one for whānau focus group interviews. Both of these schedules
followed the Kaupapa Māori and Whānau Narrative methodologies and included question
lines developed for data collection specific to the Towards Mauri Ora research project.
At the stage that the preliminary analysis was conducted, primarily on the method of the
interviews and the projected effectiveness of the data collection, a number of results
regarding the interviews emerged:
1.
The participants made it clear that their preference was that the interviews be
conducted as focus groups with all of them being interviewed as a rōpū/whānau. This
affected the proposed interview method as follows:
i.The interviews were conducted as a focus group with the individual interview
schedule combined with the whānau interview schedule to enable the
complete collection of data.
The interviewers viewed this change as a positive as it more accurately reflects the underlying
methodology which integrates Kaupapa Māori and Whānau Narrative Inquiry.
ii.Whānau Narrative and Kaupapa Māori Methodology and allowed the
participants to feel more comfortable as well as reflecting connectedness.
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Another positive the researchers perceived was that the participants kōrero flowed off each
other enabling the researchers to access more comprehensive data particularly where
individual rangatahi struggle to find their voices.
2.
Initial analysis of the interviews showed that the changes to the method reflected the
way the Ahikaa Entrepreneurship Education programme was run. The team believed that this
in itself provided essential data to the project in various ways including:
i.The protective factor benefits of using and implementing Kaupapa Māori
pedagogy in the programme.
ii.Specific aspects of suicide prevention protective factors including resilience,
hopefulness, social and whānau connectedness and the entrepreneurial
mindset evident.
Essentially, the changes in data collection methods allowed the research team to adapt the
original proposed methods to more closely align with the needs of the participants retaining
their rangatiratanga throughout the interview process. This however also meant that as a
result of these adaptations' there was a reduction in the projected number of interviews. The
team collected high quality, rich data, thereby enabling a comprehensive analysis through the
identification of common themes in terms of a group narrative, as well as individual
participant themes expressed in the group setting.
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Findings
Findings emerging from this research indicate that the Ahikaa Entrepreneurship Education
programme provides a pathway towards strengthening protective factors and ameliorating
risk factors for many Ahikaa entrepreneurship education participants. The programmes also
appear to contribute to strengthening whānau in several ways. As was evident in the
interview process of this research once one or two whānau members begin participating in
Ahikaa entrepreneurship education programmes, other whānau members frequently enrol
to participate also. The programmes generate interest, facilitate discussion and grow
motivation within whānau as well as individual participants. The consequent participation of
whānau groups as whānau in the same and/or concurrent entrepreneurship programmes
provide a range of whānau-strengthening experiences including:
• building open and positive communication,
• increasing understanding and appreciation of the diverse strengths that whānau
possess within their members,
• identifying areas of challenge within individuals and the whānau as a group together
with strategies to address these areas of challenge
• demonstrating mechanisms through which whānau may support each other
Findings from the data collected for this study are presented here. It is clear that some
consistent themes and regularities have emerged from the data sources. However it is also
essential to recognise that various themes and factors identified are intertwined. Hence the
categorisations utilised here are relatively fluid.

Kahupō - Risk Factors
Tutor interviews, participant interviews and the post-programme completion surveys all
identified high numbers and levels of risk factor indicators present for participants at the time
that they embarked on the Ahikaa programmes. These factors were present at different levels
and expressed in a variety of ways. Participants and their whānau members had experienced
and continued to experience many factors including historical trauma, structural violence and
institutional and systemic racism associated with Kahupō. 73 Unsurprisingly therefore, tutor
accounts and the stories of research participants indicated that the majority of programme
participants had experienced disadvantaged family backgrounds in terms of the composite
definition developed by Fergusson et al and Fergusson and Lynskey. 74 This includes
socioeconomic disadvantage, parental histories of substance abuse or offending, parental
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Woodward, Horwood et al 2000; and Fergusson and Lynskey, 1995a; cited in Beautrais, AL, Collings SCD, Ehrhardt, P. 2005.

74Ferguson,
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discord or instability, compromised childrearing and high residential mobility. For most
participants, these risk factors had been present throughout their childhoods, and remained
features of their lives at the time that they entered the Ahikaa programmes.

Kahupō Indicators (Risk Factors)
Intergenerational experience of colonisation, loss of cultural cohesion and
identity, marginalisation
Socio-economic disadvantage
Associated with low levels of educational achievement, being NEET, health
issues, early parenthood.
Disconnection (eg. from cultural identity, social systems and institutions (eg
employment, training sports or culture related), poverty restricting ability
to fully participate in society)
Powerlessness
Colonised thinking
Insecure or negative cultural identity
Whakamā, feelings of worthlessness, uselessness, self- condemnation; lack
of pride in whānau
Hopelessness

Participants experiences prior to attending Ahikaa -Low socio-economic and
educational status
Taiohi and whānau participants in this research lived in low socio-economic environments
and within environments of limited educational achievement both as individuals and within
their immediate whānau.
School Experience
A lack of educational qualifications and achievement at school, the strongest predictor of low
socio-economic status, lack of secure employment and poverty, was characteristic of Ahikaa
programme participants in the present research. Over half of the participants in the current
research left school with no formal qualifications and prior to the legal leaving age. Many
participants had been stood down or excluded from at least one school.
"The teacher...she asked me not to go to school." 75

75Rangatahi

Participant, Male.
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"I got suspended and then just didn't go back." 76

77

(n 39)

Half of those interviewed for the present research described their high school experiences
and/or outcomes in negative terms. For the 30% who characterised their high school
experiences as very good or excellent, a longer period in formal educational environments
was not necessarily matched by high educational outcomes.

76Rangatahi
77Graph:

Participant, Female
Research Participant Interviews
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78

(n 39)

Participants identified several reasons for both their lack of achievement at school, and their
evaluation of their school experiences. Participants did not generally have a strong sociocultural analysis of their schooling, describing their experiences in fairly brief but pointed
terms. Some laid the blame for a lack of achievement squarely on themselves.
"...like in high school I just didn't think ahead, I mean I only thought about what I'm doing
later....and I didn't think about my future, and I think that's why I didn't care...." 79
"Myself? Didn't last long, Hated school. Nah I can't say much...I left in 3rd form...went straight
to mahi.....I went straight to my Uncles. I hated, didn't like school at all. I regret it....Yeah I
regret not staying at school & all that". 80
"I thought it (school)was good educational wise, I just got distracted outside the classroom....it
was ok". 81
" I had difficulty learning and paying attention in class...and I didn't get along with
people...and I didn't like it.... I had no interest in it really and what they had to teach and it
was easy for me not to - like I could go to school when I wanted or I didn't have to go." 82
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“Not so good....I was never in the classroom.” 83
Other participants were critical of the teaching content and styles that they experienced in
their high schools, finding that high school education did not engage their interest, was
‘impersonal’ and/or they could not connect with it:
"... it wasn't a collective experience. It was just, everyone's just learning and you could pay
attention or not the teacher doesn't really care....So that's what I felt in high school." 84
"the school system was an obligation and the feedback wasn't there and...the participation
wasn't there...." 85
"The teachers way of teaching....I didn't like that you know, learning...what they had to teach
because I found it really difficult and uninteresting ". 86
“I found it (high school) boring...I didn’t like that we just stay in the classroom and get told
what to do.” 87
"I wasn't in class....it was boring. I didn't like it... I didn't like being told what to do either." 88
"At school I used to ask a question and it got answered - in their own answer but if I didn't get
it then that was it, they would just go on to the next student so then I still didn't get what they
meant...but they didn't care to just go more in depth on what they were tryna explain to
me...." 89
A number of participants perceived individual teachers, or the system as a whole as actively
racist, and reacted negatively to those perceptions or experiences:
"(I)left coz I didn't like my form teacher. He was racist....coz whenever like I would be in a group
of people, I would always be the one to get in trouble. " 90
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" I just couldn't, I found it hard to concentrate. And I felt like the teachers were all assholes,
and they used to pick on me coz I was black". 91
" That college has always struggled with accepting Māori....they are still doing the same thing
actually, they're kicking all the (Maori)kids out." 92

Powerlessness, Disconnection, Not in Education, Employment or Training
(NEET)
“It’s so sad. We have all these beautiful, bright rangatahi. And at 16, 17, 18 years old they’ve
been out of school for years and they really feel like they’ve been left on the scrap-heap of life.
They really believe that it’s all over for them – they have no options. Or no positive options
anyway.” 93
When asked what they were doing with themselves prior to enrolling in the Ahikaa
entrepreneurship education programmes, most participants described lives of boredom,
powerlessness, marginalisation and disconnection from mainstream society. In these days of
credential inflation and paid employment, where one’s worth may be judged on job
description or income or qualification levels, it can be difficult for young people in
marginalised situations to find a useful role to play and a place from which they can view
themselves as worthy of providing a contribution.
Participant's most common description of their lives prior to attending the Ahikaa
programmes centre around ‘doing nothing’.
“Doing nothing. Going nowhere.” 94
“Nothing...literally nothing, just sit at home.” 95
“...being a bum.” 96
"...same shit different day....." 97
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"....kids, drinking. And that was it! Treasures and wipes was my life....nothing (else)" 98
"Back then I wasn’t really engaged in anything.." 99
A number of participants described daily routines on the margins of mainstream society. Not
involved in employment, education or training, rangatahi described lives of boredom,
frustration and possibly depression. Regular drug and alcohol use, criminal activities and risktaking behaviours including participation in youth gangs or on the fringes of adult gang life
provided some excitement in the lives of some:
"...typical day...getting stoned, I think, that was what we were up to. Getting stoned and
watching buzzy videos"100
"....hanging with strictly Mob whānau." 101
"Yeah stealing cars haha.....". 102
"We just sort of got up to mischief....not really bad mischief but just like not going to school". 103
"Nah but we were up to no good - that's what we were up to before (the Ahikaa)course". 104
“Criminal activity” 105
"....wagging, stealing, fighting, tagging, smoking...." 106

Health/Mental Health Issues
Mental health disorders, including substance abuse and dependence (addiction), have been
identified as suicide risk factors and therefore sit firmly within the state of kahupō. When
asked the question 'did you have any major health issues when you started the programme?',
nearly 65% of interviewees self-identified addiction (primarily to alcohol and other drugs) as
major issues for them when they embarked on the programme(although participants did not
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necessarily identify these as issues at that). Some participants had been referred to alcohol
and other drug treatment programmes as a result of criminal offending associated with
substance abuse. However heavy use of alcohol and other drugs was just ‘normal’ for many,
and was also the norm in their circles of connection when they began the entrepreneurship
education programmes. 107
Through the Ahikaa programmes attention to identifying weaknesses, challenges and barriers
likely to impede participants abilities to reach their goals and realise their visions, a significant
number of participants came to recognise their alcohol and drug usage as problematic.
Consideration of these factors was encouraged through the use of guest speakers on Ahikaa
programmes who were specifically brought in to describe the impact of alcohol and other
forms of drug abuse on their businesses and their lives. Guest speakers also told their stories
of recovery from addiction to/abuse of alcohol and other drugs. On occasions participants in
this research began attending 12 step recovery programmes as a direct result of these stories
and interventions.
Most participants in this study had not received a formal psychiatric diagnosis, or been
treated for psychological conditions such as depression or anxiety previously. However, it may
be that there were cases of undiagnosed mental health conditions existing amongst
participants.
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that participants' mental health issues may have been self-diagnosed, rather than formally or clinically diagnosed.
Graph: Research Participant Interviews
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The high proportion of Ahikaa programme participants identifying mental health, and
particularly addiction as issues for them, is indicative of a majority of the participants being
at the kahupō end of the continuum prior to attending the Ahikaa programme (and therefore
likely to be at some level of ‘risk' in relation to suicide).
“It's been a rollercoaster....basically I've had depression on and off.....I think it started in high
school, and just kept on going and I've had problems with alcohol, you know major issues with
alcohol and - not drugs so much but just any excuse, any way to get out of reality I guess....to
numb the pain I felt." 109
"Addiction....alcohol addiction..... ...Oh I went to counselling for a bit ". 110
".... there had been issues with like suicide but I think it was more like a cry for help.... but I
think most of the problems arise when I'd drink." 111
"..he had a bad drinking problem" 112

Colonised thinking
Being Māori had not always reflected positive or prideful experiences for participants:
"My Mum & Dad were in that generation.... they weren't allowed to speak it in school so we,
we were colonised fast - and that was pretty much as soon as I was born. Colonised fast, and
that's how I lived - didn't want, didn't need it..... My Mum and Dad never used it so I didn't." 113
"He's always seen Maori as unsuccessful people"

On entering an Ahikaa programme, very few participants knew of Māori traditions, histories
and contemporary achievements in the areas of entrepreneurship, economics, leadership and
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innovation. Being Māori tended to be associated for them with being poor, failing at school,
high unemployment, struggling to feed themselves or their families and, sometimes, with
engaging in crime, going to court and/or to prison and being in a gang. In the eyes of some
participants embarking on Ahikaa entrepreneurship education programmes, being successful
meant leaving Māoritanga out of one’s life. Or conversely some had a perception that Māori
who appeared successful couldn’t be ‘real Māori’. Participants in this research identified
themselves, in retrospect, as having a high degree of ambivalence when it came to their Māori
identities.
“When I first came in I was p***ed off that they were doing Māori s**t. I said ‘I don’t want
to know about that Māori s**t. How will that help me? Will that get me a job?’” 114
“So many of our people – and not only young people – think that business and
entrepreneurship is ‘not Māori’. That it is foreign to us. That making money legally or being
successful is antithetical to being Māori.” 115

"...The stigma in my life has always been that the Māori people are the hori people that you
see hoicking in the street...'oh there's one of those hori Māoris’ and I grew up around that all
the time...the people that were stereotypically those lower income Māori people...they look
at people like me and I say 'yeah I'm a Māori too' and they are the first ones to say 'no you're
not' .Māori are always the first ones to put their own people down and to be racist." 116

Insecure or Negative Cultural Identity
Most participants, particularly rangatahi, indicated that they did not have a secure or positive
Māori identity prior to coming to Ahikaa. Some participants did not want to identify openly
as Māori. They did not see any positives relating to holding a Māori cultural identity.
" Being Māori was a negative thing, absolutely 100%... I even used to join in when the class
would make fun of Māori things you know...." 117
"...to be quite honest he never knew he was a Māori....I'm not kidding you...if he thought he
was a Māori he would be embarrassed..." 118
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"I didn't want to be a Māori...yep I tried very hard not to identify as a Māori" 119
"...we grew up just Pākehā, no Māori at all....and my mum's side of the family they were
‘Pākehā’ too but they knew they were Māori they still played music and drunk in the garage
and had parties and listened to Prince Tui Teka and that sort of stuff...." 120
"When we were little, jail was glamorised...so oh yeah well, ‘our family runs that jail'." 121
Levels of te reo, knowledge of their own whakapapa, participation and engagement in with
marae amongst participants were low. Participants generally had not experienced these
things as significant in their lives. However, participants sometimes identified ‘being Māori’
or Māori culture with stereotypical images of Māori centring either on negative stereotypes,
or conversely on te reo, kapa haka and cultural performance and arts. They did not always
recognise the multi-faceted nature of expressions of tikanga and culture – including
manaakitanga, the importance of whānau and collective endeavours, spirituality, ingrained
understandings of tautoko, hāpaingia te mana o te tangata and motivation for others – as a
part of their own cultural identities and strengths.
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"Probably just past cannot (speak Māori at all)." 123
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"I go into a mental block with the Māori language." 124
When asked to rate their ability of Te Reo fluency many participants qualified that basic Te
Reo Māori meant that there was some understanding when spoken to."Oh basic Te Reo, I
understand more than I can speak....I know Te Reo and I understand Te Reo, not fluently but I
understand....I can get the gist of what somebody's talking about when they talk in Te Reo."
125

”If you can understand it that still counts too...just because you can't speak...you would be at
least basic." 126
A large majority of participants did not have strong connections to their iwi and marae and
most who did visit would do so only for tangihanga.
"I actually don't think he had been there....he didn't even know it was a Pā." 127
"I go back when my fams die. The rest of them I see when I go back when my fams die - I go
back and see them and visit their headstone.."
"Funerals.... hardly ever... I'd only been there twice in my life." 128
"I know practically zero....oh I know of three marae I can call my own...” 129

Most participants did not know their whakapapa further than their great grandparents and
that was usually only partially.
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"I know my Mums...my great grandparents, my grandparents, my mum, and obviously my
siblings...on my Mums side - only on my Mums side". 131
"...I know Mums side....I know Koro's Mum and Dad...but not really their names..." 132

Whakamā; Self-condemnation; Feelings of worthlessness and uselessness
Metge speaks of whakamā as feeling at a disadvantage and/or as conscious of wrong-doing.133
When participants in this research recalled their situations and states of mind when they
began the Ahikaa programmes, this was a fair description of the experience of many , and
consistent also with the observations of their whānau members. There was very little if any
positivity in the lives of many rangatahi particularly. When they dropped out of school, most
also dropped out of sport and lost a range of social contacts that they had previously had.
“It wasn’t that I was doing a whole lot wrong. I just wasn’t doing anything right. Or positive.
I wasn’t doing anything, full stop. And that made me really tired, every day.” 134
"I used to think of myself as a, and I’m only using these terms because I used to use them all
the time, like a dumbass, like I didn’t really see myself as an intellect or academically that way.
So being able to be in that world was a…I was really self-conscious about that because I’ve
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never been a strong communicator in that world and used to feel like my language was so
simple and that I didn’t fit there.” 135
"Because I think like when...at school, teachers tend to always help the ones that are good, so
the bad ones get left out and pushed to the side....and then the so called bad kids are gonna
play up and be judged and put into that category like you know - you're the bad kid, you're no
good, you're not gonna do nothing, you’re good for nothing, you know." 136
"...You see I had no support from my family what so ever in choosing a career...or following a
career or even wanting to go to university....I had no support...I do believe if I had support, if I
had the support from people at school - teachers at school - even.” 137
“I wanted to be a lawyer...but my parents laughed you see, said you can't go to university son
and so I didn't." 138
“...and it's quite sad coz...his entire life he didn't think he's worth it.... He just didn't think he's
worth it, you know his entire life” 139
“Every time we talked about upgrading his education, he has this phobia and he doesn't
wanna do it coz he doesn't think he can....I just kinda think it sux." 140
"...and I weren't coping with a lot of things at that time....and we had an argument one night
and I just thought it was easier to bail than fail...and it was as simple as that really....but the
biggest thing in that for me was the guilt(of perceived failure)." 141

Mauri ora (Protective Factors)
Participants in this research varied in the degree of mauri ora and the number and level of
identifiable protective factors in their lives prior to embarking on the entrepreneurship
education programmes. Strong whānau and/or community (including gang) relationships
provided a sense of connection and a dominant identity for some. However the spread or
breadth of connections was often limited to the ‘hood’, with little participation in a wider
social or cultural milieu. Although the sense of connection in the whānau or ‘hood’ may have
been significant, the norms in these contexts did not necessarily provide role modelling of
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rangatiratanga, pro-social or progressive identities, or clear pathways out of the cycle of
deprivation that many whānau and communities were in.

Mauri ora Indicators (Protective Factors)
Ability to navigate and participate in socio-cultural milieu (eg. sports clubs, social and cultural
activities such as attending tangihanga and hui)
Engaged in career development, further education, training, employment and business to improve
economic outcomes.
Connectedness
Rangatiratanga
sense of agency, self-efficacy, confidence,
Decolonisation
Strong, positive cultural identity
Mana, self and whānau-acceptance, sense of usefulness, having a role to play/contribution to make,
participation in reciprocity
Hopefulness
Tutors providing Ahikaa programmes must undergo a five day training before they teach the
programmes. Tutors are encouraged to complete an Ahikaa entrepreneurship education
programme themselves prior to undergoing the Ahikaa teacher training. The teacher training
concentrates on the Ahikaa tikanga (fundamental values), pedagogy (including ako as a
central teaching philosophy and methodology), the goals of Ahikaa entrepreneurship
education (including as a vehicle towards reclaiming rangatiratanga in the lives of individuals,
whānau, hapū, iwi and communities) and the techniques, activities and methods to be used.
The information, business knowledge and tools are considered areas that tutors should
already be conversant with, and can easily acquire and continue to develop themselves
outside of the teacher training. Hence, the goal is that tutors are all working within the same
Ahikaa tikanga and on the same kaupapa as they conduct the programmes in different
regions.
Maurioho: Decolonising our minds; Positive Cultural Identity
"I think we are all at Maurioho.... By that...I mean awakening....to the entrepreneur thing it
opened up my mind." 142
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This section explores some of the methods through which Ahikaa entrepreneurship education
operates to facilitate maurioho as a vital component of mauri ora. Generating a positive
cultural identity, providing role models for this, facilitating connectedness – to culture,
heritage, whānau and communities – and participation within these, are facets of this process.
Strong positive cultural identity
Strong, positive cultural values and identity are known suicide prevention factors. 143 The
Ahikaa tikanga helps to achieve decolonisation, cultural reclamation and building of strong
cultural identity in part because it involves the practical application of cultural values -tikanga
- by programme tutors, participants, whānau and support people; and the naming of these
practices as cultural (Māoricentric).
Cultural identity development processes are integral to the entrepreneurship programmes
provided by Ahikaa. Whanaungatanga and manaakitanga underpin positive and pro-active
approaches to cultural development with all Ahikaa whānau. For example, identification of
whānau, hapū and iwi relationships as potential resources in the entrepreneurship
programmes, acknowledgement and celebration of traditional models of entrepreneurship
within Māori culture and traditions, alignment of entrepreneurial philosophy and action with
Tikanga Māori (eg. through collaborative rather than purely competitive enterprise; longterm social and economic goals rather than short-medium term purely economic aims; and
multi-faceted group endeavours, rather than individual pre-eminence).
For many of these whānau, culturally cognisant and aligned practices had been missing from
their previous experience, but it forms a critical element within the Ahikaa approach to
entrepreneurship education for Māori.
Ahikaa tutors are trained to focus on developing the entrepreneurial mindsets of participants.
This includes dispelling erroneous beliefs about the incompatibility of entrepreneurship with
being Māori, and replacing these beliefs with historical and current examples of Māori
entrepreneurship as an important first step in the decolonisation process.
“We use the Maui stories to illustrate entrepreneurial mindsets and characteristics. We
identify well known initiatives that many of them are connected to as entrepreneurial –
Parihaka, the Rātana movement, Maungapōhatu. We tell the stories to each other and
identify how these initiatives were and are entrepreneurial in a range of ways. And we
collectively identify a range of Maori entrepreneurship endeavours; from local marae or
community projects, to Kōhanga Reo...it just helps them to grasp the many facets of
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entrepreneurship in our culture. And how they are already connected to these in different
ways.” 144
Māori Marsden cited in King, has commented that: 'The route to Māoritanga through abstract
interpretation is a dead end. The way can only lie through a passionate, subjective
approach…Māoritanga is a thing of the heart rather than the head…analysis is necessary only
to make explicit what the Māori understands implicitly in his daily living, feeling, acting and
deciding…from within the culture….For what is Māoritanga? Briefly, it is the…view that Māori
hold about ultimate reality and meaning.' 145
Upon analysis it became clear that although participants may not have felt that they were
culturally adept based on the criteria of classic Te Reo and Tikanga competency they were
familiar with and practised a range of cultural principles in their lives and displayed proficiency
in some of these areas (āwhina, tautoko, whānaungatanga). This is apparent as participants
felt comfortable and secure in a programme grounded in the practice of these tikanga. This is
highlighted also in the comments by participants when questioned about how they found the
cultural aspects of the programme:
"I didn't notice it....it was just normal yeah". 146
"The cultural aspects made me feel comfortable....yeah definitely....yep I felt
comfortable..." 147

Connectedness
Connectedness can take many forms. In terms of the Ahikaa programme, participants spoke
about increased connectedness to their whānau, to the Ahikaa whānau, to their culture and
identity, and of connecting with and growing in confidence to participate within the socioeconomic context of society.
Whanaungatanga
Ahikaa entrepreneurship education programmes are whānau orientated, celebrating whānau
models of relationship (kaumatua-mokopuna, tuakana-teina) and utilising collective teaching
and learning methods. The majority of informants in this study embarked on and participated
in the entrepreneurship programmes in a collective - either with friends, extended whānau,
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schools, communities or gang whānau. Youth participants indicated that friends or whānau
had encouraged them or directed them to attend.

148
(n39)

"Did it (Ahikaa programme) with friends and whānau....group of us..." 149
"Mate, brothers and sisters, cousins...just family...we did it together." 150
In some cases participants did not even make a conscious decision themselves to attend the
course - with friends or whānau facilitating or demanding their participation and supporting
them to enrol. Some were unclear what ‘entrepreneurship’ was when they joined the
programme, but they had heard that the environment was positive and they could participate
with those that they felt comfortable with – primarily friends and whānau.
"I didn't make the decision - Dad did; well he suggested it. - He basically filled out the papers
for me. Coz it was something for me to do, instead of doing nothing. I was doing nothing and
then I did the Entrepreneurship course, then the Weltec courses, then University...Yeah" 151
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" I was walking past, I seen yous (friends).I was pissed as...and then we asked if we could
come...and then they were like oh yeah but come another day when you're not drunk." 152
Intergenerational Participation
Intergenerational participation was identified by a number of participants as an important
feature of Ahikaa programmes. Intergenerational whānau participation occurred both
within the programme and afterwards as participants took their work home and shared
their projects with their whānau there.
"She was at Ahikaa with all her nephews and nieces, all the young ones that were at Ahikaa
during that time... all that time, during that time we were together pretty much". 153
"With wife's input and her Mum and Dad's input ... we bounced ideas. Yeah so it was good, it
was encouraging and it was good to have everyone's help. And the kids helped with colours
and things like that when we came to product design. The whole whānau got involved. It made
it fun and it was cool actually making it and showing them the mock up product. (It) was pretty
good actually we enjoyed that." 154
"That programme it was choice, it was choice for all of us and the kids." 155
"We are getting there, and our babies 156 are all on the same journey." 157
"Our kids need it and their kids need it." 158

Some participants described particular motivations for achievement specifically related to
intergenerational participation in the course.
"Because I had my niece and nephew there I couldn't, I couldn't crumble. You know, I had to
show them that you have to give everything a try." 159
“Yeah it's about putting something in for our next generation...and cementing it aye.... 160
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One of the relevant aspects of whanaungatanga in relation to the development of suicide
prevention and mauri ora is the nature of the programme and the way that an 'Ahikaa
whānau' was fostered. Those participants who didn't have other support systems or were
estranged from their whānau were part of an Ahikaa whānau and community that accepted
and supported them. The connections were often maintained well beyond completion of the
programmes.
"I see 75% of those people on a weekly basis now. It's just you know, through opportunities
we have all sort of seemed to move up a little bit in the world. And we are all in better spaces
you know?" 161
"We all grew from friends to family ...stayed in touch with people." 162
"Yep (it was) whānau as - it was choice!"163
"They gave us a second chance – Ahikaa... They interact with us." 164
"I got most of my support from the (Ahikaa) whānau. I wasn't even talking to my Mums
then." 165
Ahikaa Teaching and Learning Tikanga
One tutor noted that strict instructions had been given during the Ahikaa tutor training about
how seriously the tikanga around whanaungatanga and its correlation to whanaungatanga
was taken:
“We were told, ‘you treat those young people just as if they’re your nieces and nephews, or
your moko!’ So you go the extra mile. You think what would I do if that was my moko? You
help them get what they need. And we were told ‘you treat that classroom as if it is your
home. You wouldn’t let people come to your home without a proper feed, or being looked
after and treated with respect, would you?’ ...actually most of those whānau, and the young
ones too, they are my whānau – extended whānau, tribal whānau. So they are my nieces and
nephews and moko’s. I want them to make it!” 166
The five points of tikanga utilised within all Ahikaa programmes contributed to connectedness
and other dimensions of mauri ora.
Aroha
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Many participants and whānau members spoke of the aroha, respect and acceptance that
they experienced on the programme, carrying an obligation for them to ‘pay it forward’ with
others..
"...that bond between them.... that course made them more responsible and that brought
them closer together." 167
"They(tutors)... cared.....they gave a f**k... yeah and they made us wanna come back and
stay." 168
"They (tutors)just showed us the love as well, was something that teachers just never
done....love and affection." 169
"....yeah they (rangatahi participants)were so close, they were smashing it, smashing it
hard...they were ready to smash it and then some - coz they were surrounded by that love....".
170

"Whānau.....got me a feed....not just a biscuit and little triangle sandwich...at Ahikaa we got
a variety of things to keep our mind going and our body going....aroha....and
manaakitanga." 171
“Like our tutors bonded with us as well...they bought a feed.” 172
Kotahitanga
For many, perhaps most participants, the Ahikaa programme was their first experience of a
collective and collaborative learning environment. The all-Maori participants interviewed for
this study responded well to that. Kotahitanga and whanaungatanga are closely aligned.
Understanding and practising kotahitanga contributed to whānau strengthening in both the
traditional and Ahikaa whānau sense.
Participant’s comments also illustrate a sense of connectedness and of usefulness associated
with kotahitanga, whanaungatanga and the idea that within unity and collectivity everyone
has a part to play – including whānau members and supporters who were not themselves
enrolled in the programmes.
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"..really collective and really positive sort of energy". 173
”the collective approach...there was no, sort of getting at each other or that, it was all a
communal, spiritual exercise that they were all going through." 174 Looking at what was
happening in the world and looking at the challenges....yeah a big change”! 175
"The overall collective feel with everyone was real positive." 176
"We all left that course feeling exactly the same way, like we could just f****n go out there
and do it and make a million bucks." 177
"They (Ahikaa tutors)do their stuff. I help them...they know that I know what I'm talking about
- and you can do it, even if you are a patch member." 178
"This was a very collective kind of class even though we had our own agenda(doing own
business plans and personal development pathways) like being, we came together
collectively, which really helped me." 179
"Ahikaa's probably taught us to maximise our relationships like that.....yeah definitely....coz
we had to pick them up and drop them off and we spent a lot of time at kura 180with them. ...a
lot of our kids have wised up heaps, now they're older, now they've realised that pūtea, they
gotta do mahi to get that pūtea or do something positive yeah." 181
Āwhina
The entrepreneurship education programme included practical support such as transport and
housing, facilitating access to health care, social services, support and help for individuals and
whānau.
"For me, (the challenge was) probably attendance....Committing to the programme...(so)
(Tutor) would pick me up....support". 182
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"...most times we were picked up and dropped off.... Yeah everything really, (Tutor) took me
everywhere...." 183
" See that’s what stood out the most, it wasn’t the course, it was all the kids and the young
ones and their lives outside of the course , that was a big thing, there’s a lot of help needed
out there." 184
"They gave a lot of opportunities outside of the course..." 185
"....not like in a class where you are each out for your own self, whereas (in the Ahikaa
programme) it was like we helped each other learn..." 186
"Yeah we came up with an idea....well I came up with the idea and she did it artistically
haha....drew on each other's strengths..." 187
Manaakitanga
Sharing resources of all types was a part of the programmes. Shared kai was a feature of all
programmes. Individuals and whānau sometimes wanted to contribute actively to various
aspects of the programme. This is a part of the philosophy of manaakitanga with everyone
contributing in various ways, rather than having the programme simply ‘delivered to them’.
“Sometimes a whānau has said that they want to put on a meal or afternoon tea or something
on a particular day. The whānau comes in and they might bring boil-up or home baked pies
and cakes, rewena or kai-moana. Even if they’re not doing the course themselves, they feel
like they’re a part of it, and they can contribute. Their whānau members go home and talk
about what they’re learning, and what they want to do, their new goals. And they (the
whānau) want to tautoko. And they’re always welcome.” 188
“We have shared lunches, sometimes shared dinners. People just bring what they can. If some
people don’t have anything to contribute in the way of kai then that is fine. We all know that
they contribute in other ways – they might make a point to do the dishes or make drinks for
people. They might stay back and help clean up after class.” 189
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Participants, particularly rangatahi, also reflected manaaki towards each other especially
relating to safety.
"If I didn't understand something I felt comfortable asking - even in front of everyone......I
couldn't have done that in high school, I mean I could've put my hand up and asked a question
but then I woulda felt like everyone was judging me so....felt kind of
accepted...secure...safe...Yeah...that’s exactly it". 190
"I think that because they(tutors and guest presenters) weren't so judgemental towards the
students it made it a bit easier for them to listen and learn." 191
"There's a lot of safe thinking now...between the kids. I don't feel as scared when I hear that
they've all gone out now. I've seen it and they do look after each other.... The manaakitanga
that they have now? Yup, yup..." 192

".....and it's done something for our kids, none of them have been, ahhh, maybe there's one
incident since they went on the course, where it’s involved a police. So that's taught them how
to look after each other... that's starting to come out and I see that as manaakitanga coming
from the course." 193

Self-acceptance, Sense of usefulness, Having a role to play, Ability to
contribute, Participation and Reciprocity
Having a role to play, feeling useful and being able to make a contribution is a good feeling at
any age. For those who feel themselves to be ‘superfluous’ to the world around them, who
view themselves as a ‘burden’ and/or who consider themselves to be on the ‘scrapheap’ of
life (especially) while still in their teens - having a purpose and contribution to make is a vitally
important part of maintaining mauri ora.
Some of the most overwhelming feedback from participants on the Ahikaa programmes, and
their whānau concerned their new-found sense of purpose, of having contributions to make,
roles to play while attending the programmes and often beyond.
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Discovering, through the programmes, one’s strengths and weaknesses in different contexts,
also provides an initial basis for participating in a small reciprocal economy within the class,
and at home. Having a role to play, and ability to contribute and reciprocate provides
sustenance for the dimensions of mana ake and whanaungatanga at a minimum.
"I was quite a valued contribution to the class....as part of the class in there...I didn't realise it
but I had quite a lot to offer.... so I could share a lot of things with the other people in the
class" 194
“...being with a lot of these people, especially through the program, was really uplifting and I
identified that I could mix and mingle in that world. It was just my own personal barrier and I
didn’t need to use flash words to confuse everybody with. A lot of the people used to
appreciate that I brought a lot of that terminology back down to what they could
understand...it was just using language that they could identify with otherwise they didn’t
understand." 195

Rangatiratanga, Confidence, Sense of agency, Self-efficacy
Recognising the different strengths (and weaknesses) of individuals, whānau and different
age groups provides them and oneself with an increased confidence and sense of self-efficacy.
This was displayed by participants in their kōrero.
“Our students often comment that they learn as much or more from each other as they do
from us, the tutors. And that is a good thing. That means that we have been successful and
got them sharing their knowledge and skills with each other. Helping and supporting each
other.” 196
"It gave me self-belief I think, by progressing through it with others, I realized that I had
strengths in different areas that I didn’t think I could really place myself in that category at the
time, so it built my confidence in terms of that, built my self-belief in what I could do." 197
“You know they (whānau members) get to know each other in ways that they haven’t
before.” 198
The Ahikaa entrepreneurship programmes provide multiple avenues for participants to
achieve these outcomes. However the intergenerational examples can be striking as the
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respective experiences and skills of younger and older generations become visible to each
other. For example, older whānau members are often greatly impressed with the computer
and on-line research skills of younger members, and their speed at picking up new concepts.
While younger members learn different ways to approach people, engage in negotiations and
just learn from the practical knowledge, often systemisation and experience of their elders.
"Yeah I really liked how we had mixed classes too, like how we had adults..." 199
"Oh (name) the old nanny....I was real good mates with her - she was cool." 200
"Yeah it was cool working with adults actually aye......I don't usually like adults to be honest
haha" 201
"Yeah I made a lot of old people friends" 202
“They say – ‘I never knew my nephew was good at maths’ (or drawing, or spotting
opportunities). Or they learn heaps about negotiation skills and not getting ripped off from
their aunty. They get to know and appreciate who is good at thinking on their feet, and who
is good a careful preparation and organisation, and attention to detail.” 203

Rangatiratanga/Entrepreneurial Mindsets /Self Determination
For most participants, the Ahikaa programme was the first time that they had opportunities
to identify how they learn, what works best for them, and to actively exercise their learning
styles and to follow their own interests and passions in the areas that they chose to pursue.
This pertains to their ability to move out of powerlessness, hopelessness and colonised
thinking in order to gain rangatiratanga in their own lives.
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204
(n 203)

"....I think the thing that came out which was really good....the process of the Entrepreneurship
programme meant you could learn because the teaching was different and the self-discovery
was different which she didn't have within the formal setting....". 205
"Yeah it was very - a comfortable environment to work in..."
"I think it was good, I personally think as Māori we are more kinaesthetic learner - like do-ers,
and a lot of it was hands on stuff. So I think that's why it was more appropriate to my
learning". 206
"What I enjoyed the most was the practical learning, so learning through activities, the
hands on activities to help you learn about the different aspects of business, it helped you to
understand that concept a bit more instead of someone dictating to you what you should be
learning, so through activity, I liked that type of learning when I was doing the program." 207
” the Entrepreneurship programme - I think, when I think about it - taught her how to think
and learn. So it was a different way of thinking and learning I think." 208
Confidence
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Confidence in one’s convictions, visions, ideas and endeavours is – comprised in part of faith,
determination and self-belief – notable features of Maui, other entrepreneurs and rangatira.
Many participants were lacking even minimal confidence in themselves prior to attending
Ahikaa. An increase in confidence was the most consistent outcome reported by interview
and survey participants.
When asked the question: ‘Has this course made you think any differently about yourself?’
numerous participants identified a growth in their confidence and sense of self-efficacy:
"This course has tapped into a potential that I never knew was within me. I feel greater,
confident to pursue my dreams and passion." 209
"Yes this course has made me communicate more, I have more guts to stand up and do a
speech/korero in front of audience....I'm more confident about myself."
"(The course)... given me more confidence to believe in myself (to know I can do it)." 210
"I felt like I was able to get up and talk in front of people". 211
“I've realised the inside...my confidence, belief in myself... is more important than the
outside like my idea and stuff. This course makes you think about what you want to
accomplish in your life.” 212
"I think that this course has made me think differently because I feel more confident to pursue
my career (dream)." 213
There is evidence from this research that the confidence gained by individual participants and
whānau from involvement in the entrepreneurship education programme increased the
chance of future endeavours being approached and positive risks taken. An increase in
confidence led participants to undertake activities and goals that they had not previously
considered or aimed for, and that were likely to increase their life choices and life chances.
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"...getting out there...putting yourself out there to get what you want....try something new...if
you fail just keep going and trying...putting in effort - go all in...." 214
".... where you have to come up with your own idea and present it and supply the evidence to
try and convince people that it's going to work is different - and it's a scary thing - its taking a
big risk...and so I learnt a lot and I'd never done that before...that was a good experience for
me....especially to total strangers. But yeah Its done heaps...I then went on and done a whole
lot of presentations where I had to collate information and present it....to groups ...and be the
centre of attention and try and convince them that what I was saying was correct....so it did
heaps for me." 215
"Resourceful, resilient, responsible.....initiative, like use your head without being told....take a
risk...." 216
".....there becomes a time when you have to stop and mature, and you have to do something
different for once and you know go and explore the world....think outside the box, you know
and go try something new or something you have never done before.....or even get a job....
keep you out of trouble or whatever...." 217
".I felt empowered, and it gave me confidence to go out and get a job and then BOOM I got a
job..." 218
Previous research has indicated that over 60% of those completing an Ahikaa programme
proceed to further education or training, despite having no previous qualifications.219
Participants in this study recorded many stories of their new positive risk-taking behaviour
being applied to engaging in education, training and/or employment. Many Ahikaa graduates
had gained certificates and/or diplomas in their new-found areas of interest since completing.
Others had gained or were well on the way to completing degrees displaying in a majority of
cases major changes in goals (particularly educational) prior to participating on the Ahikaa
course.
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220
(n 203)

"I've been more motivated to study....tertiary education." 221
"I actually started feeling like I'm brainy enough to go to university which is a feeling I have
never felt in my life, and it feels good." 222
"It's made me think of educating myself more by taking on some extra study."
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"Has given me positive thinking and I would like to learn more about Entrepreneurship"
"(Since Ahikaa I have done)...tutoring, Te Reo, Kapa Haka....Diploma in Youth Work....and now
I'm working." 224
"I did some other courses after, the professional Bar and Hospitality school. I think I went to
the Upper Hutt school for a little while too, the parenting school one" 225
"Not studying but working..Around the time of the course, just after, worked for catering. In
full time employment now..." 226
"Made me think if I can do this I can do other things I thought I couldn't" 227
Entrepreneurial Thinking
Aspects of an entrepreneurial mindset include goal setting, problem solving, generating
strategies for overcoming obstacles, dealing with failure, managing stress, identifying personal
strengths, weaknesses, support needs, accessing support and recognising opportunities.
Entrepreneurial thinking also involves ‘thinking outside the box’ as strategies and tools are
identified in order to reach the identified goals and seeking ways around, under, over or
through the obstacles that may block the path to achievement of these.
"Picking up other tools along the way has helped as well I think - add to my kete
mātauranga". 228
"(It) made me think that I could even run a business one day - be an Entrepreneur." 229
"I thought it was real cool how (name) got to go to America, that's an opportunity kinda
thing....further study..... and it did actually, I did actually think seriously about my business
plan, but I just never had the determination I suppose - I just didn't have the right support I
think." 230
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"Yeah I definitely wanted to keep on moving it incited all ambition, something I've never felt
before, I've never had any ambition - or well I previously had no ambition to do anything - like
I just didn't think ahead - that was my problem." 231
Resilience; coping with setbacks, failures and challenges
Entrepreneurs come in to the Ahikaa classes as visiting speakers. Their brief is to share their
tips and experiences about building their business (either for-profit or sustainable social
enterprise), to present the pros, cons and lessons learned positively but realistically, and to
convey their stories of resilience, coping with challenges, setbacks and failures. For many
participants the opportunity to speak to real business owners about their businesses, their
challenges and their lives is a new experience. Programme participants often find
entrepreneur stories inspiring and motivating.
"Listening to the guest speakers was interesting and helped me a lot in changing my mind to
stay in school." 232
"All I remember from that is just accept it and move on. I mean if you've got a failed business
that just means that you know more now. I mean for me it's better to think that way than get
down about it or think too much about it, if I just accept them as lessons, in life and all its
lessons, then it will help me progress. That's the way I think now, there’s no point in thinking
about your failures because your failures are something that you've actually - if you're clever
you'll just take the lessons and move on to something else or - yeah just remember it." 233
"Our guest speaker. I found this very interesting and mind opening. I wish we could have had
a noho so our whole family could have experienced and heard his korero." 234
"I just tried my best to accept things as lessons. Like setbacks - you have a setback well you
just take what you can from it like write it down or something - why this happened, and then
move on". 235

Navigating and Participating in Socio-cultural and Economic milieu.
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For most participants in this study, the world of commerce, economics and business was
largely beyond their fields of vision prior to participating in the Ahikaa Entrepreneurship
programme. Much of the data collected in this study reflected that learning gained through
the Ahikaa Entrepreneurship Education programme increased participant’s understanding of
business and financial ‘worlds' at a minimum, and frequently provided participants with tools
and confidence to enable them to better recognise, access and utilise opportunities to
participate in those 'worlds'.
“Entrepreneurship education assists them to gain more proficiency in the economics, and a
clearer sense of direction in that environment. It’s important because that is the environment
that surrounds us. We want Ahikaa people to be able to do more than ‘tread water’. We want
them at least to be proficient swimmers in the economic seas, and perhaps to even build a
boat to take them and their whānau where-ever they want to go.” 236
"Now I can conceive or understand technical business and financial information without
becoming confused thanks to this course." 237
"The business and financial information we learnt on the course has made many of the scary
titles and functions of business much easier to understand. To be able to work out whether a
business is going to work or how to improve it is actually exciting." 238
"I understand now that business is not just about money and what you can get out of it but
also can be (about) providing for the community." 239
"Business - I always thought that running a business was for others, not me. ...But taking this
course has made me realise that a willing heart and hard work is all that it takes....Financial taking this course has improved my outlook on my personal finance in life." 240
"The whole process of business operations was something I thought I would never understand.
I always thought I'd just be an employee now even though our course was an introductionintermediate level, I feel like I can be the boss owner and operator of my own business. I can
hire an employee. Financial record keeping and record sheets are finally not in another
language to me." 241
Opportunity recognition
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Opportunity recognition is a key part of an entrepreneurial mindset. However in terms of
mauri ora, opportunity recognition ‘keeps the sparks flying’. In relation to suicide prevention
opportunity recognition provides future vision and hope for the future. Participants in this
research described ‘opportunity recognition’ activities in the programme as providing a ‘new
way of looking at the world’.
"It like opened our eyes to all the different opportunities out there in the world" 242
"Yup they've all stayed out (of jail) because I think that they realise there's a better life, they
realise that there are more opportunities." 243
"It actually opened my mind to a few things doing the entrepreneur course. And my
opportunities. And yeah I done it, I done it all and I grabbed quite a few of those opportunities
and windows that opened." 244
“(the course changed)the way I think about the world and how unaware we actually are in
our cultures, communities, countries. It has opened my eyes to opportunity and
possibilities.” 245
"I think when they were doing the Entrepreneurship programme their lives were like - they had
something more to focus on and it gave them like a vision for their future....and you could
really see it coz they really, really got into it and really wanted to do it and complete it. And I
think after doing that and seeing their work that they were really proud, and they knew from
then that they could probably achieve their goal of what they wanted to do." 246
Opportunity Recognition - Finances
An additional facet of opportunity recognition and gaining mastery over one’s environment,
relates to financial understanding and actions. Participants in this research had received little
or no financial education prior to attending the entrepreneurship programme. Realising that
each and every one of them is a taxpayer (paying GST on everything purchased) was a
revelation to most participants.
“I’m not just a bum. I’m a taxpayer – just like every other taxpayer out there.” 247
"Yeah there's tax on everything you know - well almost everything" 248
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This realisation led to an understanding by participants that they are a part of our economic
and tax system, and to increased interest in how tax and finance works. Recording every
purchase made and working out GST on purchases is an exercise that forms part of the
entrepreneurship programme. The exercise not only served to increase awareness, it also
appeared to provide participants (all of whom were on fixed and low incomes initially) with
an increased sense of control and manageability in relation to their personal finances.
"That was very eye opening - when we had to make sheets on like what we spent things on or
for our companies or when we did our business plan. I remember how to distinguish what's
important and what you know, what’s an extra. So that sorta changed my perspectives on
savings and how much things actually cost. So it gave me definitely some insight to financial
planning....it was my first real insight into business and finance, in a easy digestible way - like
it was easy to understand." 249
" It helped me with my financials and my financial understanding" 250
"Yeah, it definitely made me more aware...and I always remember (tutor) saying 'look at all
the money you spend on food' and ever since that I always look at all the money I spend on
food and it's a shitload - takeaways" 251
Another aspect of the programme that participants mentioned as assisting them financially
was learning how to price items viably and realistically. Working out pricing formula’s and
rationales occasioned a lot of discussion amongst participants and whānau. This, along with
other aspects of the programmes could be seen as related to whānau transformation and
strengthening:
"I got confident with how to price a lot of stuff because that’s one of the areas that I was
really unclear with. I was just really whakamā about putting a dollar sign on our work,
because my mother’s exactly the same. We had never really sold those sorts of things, when
we used to make them it was always for trade or to koha off. It helped me to identify how
we come up with that number so I could teach my mother because she always used to think
that the prices on Maori craft were really outrageous, so going through how we get to our
figures she has a better idea and a better understanding now about how to put a price tag
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on her work so she doesn’t feel so out of sorts. She thought that it was unjustified but now
she has a better understanding." 252
"I did the program because it was a whānau driven incentive and to really open my arms out
to developing myself, so back then I was trying to look for things that I was really strong at
to create some sort of finance or financial gain I suppose. The program helped me to
understand how to price items, to justify pricing my items because I used to find that really
hard, so in that sense it gave me a good understanding" 253
" I was able to sell with confidence knowing that the price was worked out and justified and
so it did help out back then in regards to sales." 254
Being pōhara or financially struggling can hinder or have a major impact on, a person's
pathway towards mauri ora. The above quotes demonstrate another way in which the Ahikaa
programme provided participants with tools to assist them in addressing this potential
challenge to gaining mauri ora. The following quotes demonstrate that with a combination
of tools (such as goal setting, financial understanding, motivation, self-confidence and
resilience) gained from participation in the Ahikaa programme, participants did in fact go on
to achieve some of their financial goals.
"One of my big goals then was to own a house and stuff like that and we’ve been able to do
that, well the bank owns the house and we’re paying the bank off. So at least we’ve got
something. " 255
"...I would like to buy my own house and pay all my bills...I'm paying all my bills now..."" 256
"I wanted to get rich...hold down a job, own my own house...". 257
"Yeah I definitely wanted to keep on moving it incited all ambition, something I've never felt
before, I've never had any ambition - or well I previously had no ambition to do anything - like
I just didn't think ahead - that was my problem." 258
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Health - Taha tinana
As outlined in the Kahupō section of this report a majority of participants described feelings
of uselessness and inactivity in their lives prior to involvement in the Ahikaa programme,
however several participants in the Towards Mauri Ora research reflected their learning's of
the holistic model in the Ahikaa Entrepreneurship Education programme and described a
generalised change in thinking associated with this in individual and whānau health and
transformation.
"I now know I can't have one thing without the other like I need to be healthy so I can...enjoy
being successful or whatever...like I couldn't just be successful and not be healthy....I'd rather
be healthy and have a good solid foundation of health and wellness, as well as spiritual health
and everything, and mental health, and then I can work my way up to something...even if it's
just a job or whatever....something positive...Yeah". 259
"It sort of inspired me to imagine a future - and what kind of person I wanted to be....and I
want to be a healthy person as well as a successful person." 260
Participants’ descriptions relating to health transformation through involvement in Ahikaa
particularly reflected the taha tinana dimension when they described some of the activities
undertaken since participating in the Ahikaa programmes:
"I play sport. I do Kapa Haka. I don't smoke anymore, thanks to Ahikaa." 261
"We did Waka Ama!!!" 262
"Taiaha and all these other things." 263
"It's like part of my ambition kinda thing. It's like I wanna be better physically so I can manage
more things. So yeah that's why I like, I mean I'm looking after myself really well like I go to
the gym and I run for half an hour, an hour - I can run for half an hour. Well I could only run
for 5 minutes before(Ahikaa)." 264
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Cultural Identity
The kahupō sections of this report evidence how a majority of participants in this study lacked
connection with their cultural identity and even viewed their culture (and therefore
themselves) in negative terms. The Towards Mauri Ora research team recognised throughout
this research that participants thinking about their cultural identity tended to become deeper
and more positive about it as a result of participation in the programme. The change can be
attributed to several areas of programme content and processes.
"....because one of the things that the male tutor spoke to us about in terms of doing stuff on
that course like marketing a product and that sort of this thing is that you've got to know who
you are so that you know where you're coming from. Got to understand before you can market
yourself successfully. And so I started asking questions about myself and sort of about my
whakapapa around that time." 265
"....it just reiterates for me myself that it's ok to be Maori. I can be Maori and be successful."266
"As long as our babies - their whakapapa, their pēpēhā... The goal for me myself is for them to prepare(them)... I'd hate them to be in my position, not so much at my age but an early
time, of their life. Yeah so just prepare our babies, get our babies ready for life."267
"I think once they did it or once they saw other people doing it - the staunch boys didn't even
like doing kapa haka or anything you know. But once they seen the other kids doing it and you
know, they really got into it. It was choice. " 268
"You know my grandsons when they get to my age they will korero Maori, whereas, I could
not all my life so...they'll do it you know." 269
"Our Tainui whānau used to get congratulated coz we were the proud ones who would
stand....our kids, our Taranaki and Tainui kids were the ones who would stand and say it out
proud within the time that we were pretty much there(attending Ahikaa)." 270
".... I only learnt about those things when I was at Ahikaa and that was when I got to visit my
marae and that was the first time ever." 271
" (Ahikaa)helped jogged my memory. When we did our mihi I just copied (nieces) haha"
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The Towards Mauri Ora researchers believe that the normalisation and recognition of various
positive elements of 'Māoritanga' throughout the Ahikaa programmes, had the effect of
strengthening cultural and self- identity and confidence amongst participants and whānau
who supported them through the programmes.
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Whānau Transformation
When given the opportunity to maintain rangatiratanga in relation to this study, whānau took
charge. They negotiated with the researchers, identifying group interviews with other
members of their ‘Ahikaa whānau’, as their preferred method. They contacted members of
their biological and metaphorical whānau associated with Ahikaa and organised interviews,
which also served as group discussions, debriefs and sometimes ‘planning for future
development’ sessions for them. This was received by the researchers as a welcome
indication of whānau rangatiratanga in action in this context. Given the pre-Ahikaa position
of most of the whānau, this demonstration of whānau taking charge within the research
process served, in itself, as an indication of sustainable whānau transformation.
The whānau focus of the Ahikaa entrepreneurship education programmes have been
identified, however findings discussed to date have highlighted progress towards Mauri Ora
largely in relation to individual development and transformation through kaupapa Māori
entrepreneurship education. In most cases, whānau would come forward and seek to do the
Ahikaa entrepreneurship programme after they had watched the transformation in other
members of their whānau or those they perceived as ‘like whānau’.
Whānau development and transformation, exhibited for example by whānau participating
together, working together and appreciating each other, having increased areas of common
interest and shared goals, increased levels and depth of whānau communication,
whanaungatanga and support, opportunity recognition, collective responsibility, and access
to relevant services were identified by participants throughout this study.
Rangatahi and whānau participating in the programme wanted the programme to be
something that was available to whānau more widely, seeing the Ahikaa programmes as
something that could become a ‘whānau thing’ - with whole whānau able to benefit from and
utilise ‘as a whānau’.
""You know I wouldn't just say the kids need it. We need it too. For me myself, I need to have
that responsibility in my life to pass onto our babies. Coz man we got not only...for us to show
them that pathway, to share now for them later....So we got heaps on our shoulders now. And
the more we get fed the more we can pass out." 272
Through the power of observing changes in programme participants and through word of
mouth mechanisms, large groups of whānau embarked on successive entrepreneurship

272Adult Whānau Member, Male
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education programmes. However, even those who did not have several generations of
whānau members attending entrepreneurship education programmes, never-the-less
commented on the effects the programme had on their whānau.
“You’re changing. Sometimes your whānau...you think it’s just impacting on you, but your
change is actually impacting on a whole bunch of other people.” 273
While changes in individuals can certainly impact the functioning and direction of whānau,
there are other elements that can lead more deliberately to whānau transformation.
Increased hopefulness - evidenced in elements such as future vision, increased confidence,
sense of self-efficacy and capability, pride in themselves and each other, self-esteem,
identification of pathways, opportunity recognition and uptake is a thread that runs through
the narratives of participants who have completed Ahikaa entrepreneurship education
programmes.
"We (whānau)see a lot of opportunities now, like things that probably wouldn’t have been
identified as an opportunity back then. It would have been identified as a disadvantage or a
barrier or something like that" 274
"Yeah the presentation 275 was really good. I was, I was real proud (of her),and even in the
other participants." 276
Hopefulness
It was notable that when participants in this research were asked about protective factors,
such as hopefulness, their answers almost invariably included others, particularly whānau as
either the central focus, or an important element of hopefulness for them.
I think it's mostly about other people, motivated by other people...friends, whānau,
rangatahi." 277
"I hope to be an inspiration. I hope that my children and my whānau can aspire to be the best
they can be. I hope that they take advantage of all the good opportunities that they might
have...and that they may not follow the typical beneficiary kind of lifestyle"278
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"Hopefulness to me means being able to achieve my goals.....I'm hopeful that the hard work
that I do pays off. That I'm able to keep good opportunities. That I'm in a good position to
make good change I suppose - in my life and the life of others". 279
"Healthy family, higher paying job, I want a house, I just want a life, a life I wanna live. That's
hopeful"
Whānau enterprise and education outcomes
Some of the whānau participating in Ahikaa entrepreneurship education programmes
initiated whānau enterprises. Tutors informed the research team of several examples of
whānau who had established whānau businesses and/or educational and social pathways for
their whānau and communities. Other whānau have experienced transformation directly
through their own efforts, and the motivation and inspiration sparked during their attendance
at Ahikaa programmes.
Communication
Whānau talk and togetherness
A number of participants in this research commented that their whānau had found new ways
of speaking with each other, that communication had improved and that inter-generational
relationships within the whānau and beyond, had grown. For youthful participants in
particular, developing their appreciation of, comfort and ability to communicate with adults
or ‘old people’ as equal participants in collective endeavours, was a new experience for them.
"I think just having open discussions and not feeling like I was under anybody - kinda being on
the same level as the adults" 280
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281
(n203)

"Yep its changed since I started the programme....feel more comfortable communicating now
especially (with) elders. More confidence about talking to people." 282
Some parents, grandparents and older whānau members had been experiencing frustration,
conflict and difficulties with their youth – many of whom were not in employment, education
or training, and who were regularly and excessively drinking and drugging and who may also
have been involved in criminal and/or gang activities. As young peoples' visions and spheres
of interest expanded and their motivation grew, antisocial and self-destructive behaviours
were reported to lessen.
"Since then I've been more motivated to study....motivated to learn, to gain knowledge....and
to always be doing something." 283
"...there was suddenly an alive interest in things...there was...looking at and doing and
mastering, understanding which she didn't have in the school system". 284
Communication and Managing Conflict
Several participants in this study shared experiences around how they had learnt to deal with
challenges or conflict situations in a more constructive way than they would have previously.
They attributed this development in part to the whānau discussions, negotiation and
communication strategies learnt through the Ahikaa programme. Changes in young people
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and their caregivers, attributed by participants to the Ahikaa programme, were credited with
improving communications and relationships within the whānau.
"(Name of rangatahi participant).has completely opened her eyes on life. You couldn't talk to
her back then you know. You know that bad step dad relationship kind of thing but now me
and her we're good friends. We communicate way better" 285
"I think that's what helped them a lot too, was to talk about how they were feeling. Coz in our
family we never spoke about that, it was just either - just leave her, leave her alone she's in a
bad mood. And then that was it - LEAVE IT! But nope. We have all learnt it's unhealthy to
bottle things up." 286
"At home sometimes the van would turn up and I would be having a big as nut at (daughter)
coz she wasn't doing her routine in the morning at home...and then you know, I found that my
methods weren't helping her... And then I realised myself that I'm her mother and that I can
learn from Ahikaa as well... And then it gave us another method. Haha we found some love
haha." 287
"I probably like learnt how to deal with situations better, that I got myself into Like fighting
and arguments and stuff like that, I learnt to deal with it by just talking or I would just walk
away. Get out of there, think outside the square, think outside the little circle that we are in. I
learnt other ways to handle things - my anger." 288
"Most of them were my nieces and nephews and we would most probably just rip into them if
they stayed home. But that wasn't the way to go - I know that now." 289
"I also think that with the children thinking like that is because the parents have changed their
way of thinking. And I try. We've learnt that, and you don't do that with these kids now." 290
"But at the same time, we could go in there(to Ahikaa) as a parent, and I went in there a few
times coz I was just gonna punch my daughter out a coupla times, to look for different ways
of dealing with those types of situations...and I learnt from it...and so did baby. But in saying
that in the same way Ahikaa was building our relationship with our kids. That's what I learnt
- calm myself down." 291
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"Compared to like - say last year, or before.....(daughter) would probably come home: ‘How
was your day?’ Frustrated noise, and just stay in the room. Now everybody comes in the
lounge, we all meet in the lounge and we all talk about our day...without being told" 292

Mental Health: Addiction
A key component of all Ahikaa programmes involved identifying personal and life goals and
conducting a personal SWOT analysis (as opposed to a SWOT analysis centred specifically
around a business venture or project). This entailed identification of personal strengths,
weaknesses, threats and opportunities in relation to personal goals. Alcohol and other drugs,
although not necessarily identified as problems prior to embarking on Ahikaa programmes,
were reported to be frequently included as ‘threats’ to achieving goals in the personal SWOT
analyses. As previously noted, alcohol and other drugs were also identified as being the most
prevalent health problems facing Ahikaa participants in this study.
Tutors and participants stressed that one of the elements of the Ahikaa entrepreneurship
education programmes is open communication. Attention to addiction and other mental
health issues were included as a regular element of course content. Tutors described this as
primarily approached through conversations, visiting speakers and group discussions.
“Part of our role as tutors is to model open communication, how to talk about the ‘hard stuff’.
In business and in life, we won’t get too far if we don’t acknowledge and address our problems.
And we all have problems of one sort or another at some time in our lives. We ask our guest
presenters - entrepreneurs and others – to speak openly about various struggles and
challenges that they may have had in their life journeys. We choose guest speakers carefully
and work with them to identify helpful ways of speaking about the challenges that they have
had on their journeys.” 293
Members of Alcoholics Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous, Gamblers Anonymous were
reported to visit Ahikaa programmes to speak about their experiences of addiction and
recovery. In this way mental health and addiction were acknowledged as serious but
resolvable issues, and issues to be discussed and addressed together.
Participants and tutors interviewed for this study did not believe that there was pressure for
people to speak about their issues in the class environment. However as these issues are
spoken about by others (including guest speakers and tutors) and given that programme
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participants may well be whānau, many Ahikaa participants were motivated to address those
issues that were likely to hold them back from achieving their goals, to seek support and to
share within the group. The environment was consistently described by participants as a safe
and supportive environment in which to raise and deal with all types of issues.
"I think the fact that they were just casual, open. The tutors were really sort of informal, like very friendly and it was less threatening to me so I could open up about all sorts of things." 294
Addiction issues are also often whānau issues. Ahikaa tutors said they were informed about
the biological and genetic basis of alcoholism and other conditions during their tutor trainings.
Hence any suggestion that substance addiction is a moral failure or a failure of will was not
supported by tutors or whānau within the Ahikaa programmes. Addiction and other mental
disorders were conceived of and treated essentially as physical conditions with psychological
aspects that have the potential to prevent realisation of individual and whānau goals, if not
promptly and properly addressed.
Individuals and whānau were supported to access assistance to address addiction and other
mental health issues identified. The issue was not treated as a shameful secret, but as a
common – albeit serious – affliction that could and should be promptly discussed, dealt with
and treated appropriately.
“They even took us to AA meetings.” 295
“Alcohol and drug problems will block them reaching their goals. So we made sure that we
could get them to culturally appropriate help and treatment the minute they identified that
as a problem that they wanted to deal with.” 296
“We know that many of our whānau, including the young ones have these issues. I have
provided some Ahikaa kids with avenues to deal with their alcohol and drug issues. Just
because they’re young doesn’t mean they can’t be addicts. And it will only get worse if it’s not
dealt with now. And there are effective ways of dealing with them (addictions and other
mental health issues)so that they don’t have to block our progress as individuals and whānau.
But ignoring the problem is not a part of the solution.“ 297
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Using these methods and this philosophy of care and understanding, many participants in
Ahikaa programmes were motivated to identify and address alcohol, drug and other mental
health disorders.
"I don't smoke drugs now...." 298
"...I went to counselling." 299
“They went to AA together. And he stopped drinking a couple of years ago, just after Ahikaa.
And about 6 months after he stopped drinking, he gave up drugs too. And the brothers all
understand. They don’t pressure him. Quite a few want to follow in his footsteps too. I think
it’s a miracle.” 300
"And now after course not as much. He still drinks but just not how it used to be" 301
After going overseas to have her baby (following completion of the Ahikaa programme) one
participant recognised the importance of whānau in mental health and support.
"Post natal depression...... my midwife was just telling me ‘oh it's ok it'll just go away’. I came
back to Aotearoa and with my whānau got better." 302
The transformation described by individuals and whānau members and attributed (certainly
in terms of impetus and motivation for positive change) to the Ahikaa programmes by
participants and whānau appears to be significant. Throughout the research there were
numerous comments from participants crediting aspects of the Ahikaa programme for
positive transformations, whānau strengthening and positive pathways.
“It's about putting something in for our next generation...and cementing it... 303
"Yeah we are getting there. And our babies 304 are all on the same journey." 305
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"That programme it was choice. It was choice for all of us and the kids. Yeah I learnt heaps - I
learnt heaps during our time there." 306
"Our kids need it and their kids need it...coz there's heaps (who need the Ahikaa programmes),
there's too many." 307
"I think just having open discussions and not feeling like I was under anybody - kinda being on
the same level as the adults" 308
"Working as a team...made me feel better about it" (communication). 309
Mauri Ora meaning
Many participants were not familiar with the term ‘mauri ora’. In these instances it was
explained to them as ‘wellbeing'. Participants in the Towards Mauri Ora study explained what
mauri ora means to them.
"Mauri ora to me means...to be alive and to be well, to be in good spirits. How do I explain
that? Like your inner wellbeing, like your inner self...so like if you're not feeling very well, like
your mauri's kinda low... You're talking about your inner self.. 310
"Health, creative well-being, spiritual well-being – critical." 311
"Health is choice, I feel choice - mentally good, yep choice, yep good.... yep mentally good &
physically good." 312
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Conclusions
“Collective despair or collective lack of hope will lead us to collective suicide”. 313
The World Health Organisation (WHO) recognises indigenous health, particularly mental
health and including increasing levels of suicide, as a looming global crisis. As a nation we are
certainly not exempt from this crisis and are clearly facing our own Māori suicide and mental
health crisis. Recognising that the dominant approaches to suicide prevention that have been
employed by nations with indigenous populations have been of limited effectiveness in
stemming the rising tide of mental illness, suicide and self-harm in indigenous communities,
WHO has called for a new approach to suicide prevention in indigenous populations.
Throughout the present study, the Towards Mauri Ora research team has ‘straddled’ two
discrete paradigms. One of these is the dominant Western psychosocial paradigm, featuring
a range of ‘risk’ and ‘protective’ factors. From this perspective, the current study explored the
‘risk’ or vulnerability factors common to Maori rangatahi and whānau participants, and
investigated potential mechanisms within the Ahikaa programmes that might serve to reduce
or ameliorate these. A related possibility, that ‘risk’ or ‘vulnerability’ factors might be
superseded by ‘protective’ or ‘resilience’ factors was also explored.
The other paradigm framing this study may be described as an indigenous Māori paradigm
centred on the kahupō – mauri ora continuum. Within this paradigm, mauri ora represents
the spark of vitality, life, spiritual essence and hope. Kahupō refers to a spiritual emptiness, a
general darkness an inability to generate future vision or see the pathways forward and
hopelessness. Both kahupō and mauri ora can refer to the states of individual experience as
well as to the collective experience or state of being of groups – including whānau, hapu, iwi
and communities. Other Māori models of wellbeing were also used to form the basis of the
Towards Mauri Ora research.
This research sought to investigate an initiative, Ahikaa Kaupapa Māori entrepreneurship
education that was potentially of utility in assisting vulnerable rangatahi and whānau to move
out of the state of kahupō. Indicators and mechanisms which facilitated movement of
participants towards the mauri ora end of the continuum, in effect features of the
programmes that provided transition points for participants and whānau, were explored.
From an indigenous Māori perspective, the Ahikaa programmes sought to move individuals,
whānau and groups along the kahupō - mauri ora continuum, away from kahupō and towards
mauri ora.
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Previous research indicated that Ahikaa entrepreneurship education programmes did have
an impact on a selection of participant’s attitudes, knowledge levels and behaviours. These
included:
•
•
•
•

increased confidence, motivation, sense of self-efficacy
elevated goal-setting behaviour (future visioning)
increased levels of business knowledge
increased uptake of further education and training

These factors can be aligned to ‘protective factors’ in suicide prevention, hence aims of this
study included building on previous research, further exploration of how these and other
potential protective factors may be strengthened through the Ahikaa programmes, and how
participants and whānau may see these manifesting in their lives.
This study explored the self and whānau-reported outcomes and effects of the Ahikaa
entrepreneurship education programmes, and sought to relate these to various programme
components. Overall the research suggests that the Ahikaa Entrepreneurship Education
programmes can have, and have had positive impacts on reducing risk factors, building
resilience, strengthening protective factors and ultimately potentially contributing to suicide
prevention for individuals and whānau. However, ameliorating risk and strengthening
protective factors is clearly not the whole story when it comes to indigenous suicide.
It is important to draw attention to the fact that although there may well be relationships
between the state of kahupō and risk factors, and between mauri ora and protective factors
– kahupō and risk factors, mauri ora and protective factors in suicide prevention are not
identical.
The following chart illustrates a summary of the findings of this report in outlining some of
the risk factors associated with the state of Kahupō that participants described experiencing
prior to involvement in the Ahikaa programmes. The centre panel in the chart identifies the
transition mechanisms used within the Ahikaa programmes – those aspects of programme
content, pedagogy and tikanga or culture that lead to transformation or recognition of
alternative thinking and life options, in effect the mechanisms and elements within Ahikaa
programmes that appear to be associated with movement towards mauri ora. The final panel
provides a summary of participants descriptions of their experiences and transformations as
they move further out of a state of kahupō and closer to a state of mauri ora.
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Kahupō - Risk Factors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low socio-economic and educational status
Negative school experience
Powerlessness, disconnection, Not in Education, Employment or Training (NEET)
Health/Mental health issues
Colonised thinking
Insecure or negative cultural identity
Whakamā; self-condemnation; feelings of worthlessness and uselessness

Ahikaa Transition
• Maurioho: decolonising our minds; positive cultural identity
• Rangatiratanga: building future vision, tools and skills to perform/make things happen
in business, economics and life
• Whanaungatanga: recognising the roles and contributions we can make, participation,
owning our strengths and weaknesses
• Open communication: modelling, demonstrating and facilitating
• Resilience: mistakes and failures as learning experiences

MauriOra - Protective Factors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong positive cultural identity
Connectedness
Whānaungatanga
Intergenerational participation
Aroha
Kotahitanga
Āwhina
Manaakitanga
Self-acceptance, sense of usefulness, having a role to play, ability to contribute,
participation and reciprocity
• Rangatiratanga, confidence, sense of agency, self-efficacy
• Rangatiratanga/entrepreneurial mindsets /self determination
l d
fd
l h k
l
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Key Outcome
The Towards Mauri Ora research team and participants in this study identified one outcome
as particularly key in moving participants towards mauri ora. This outcome is described
below.
Whānau Transformation
It is accepted that family connection reduces the risk of suicide attempts, particularly for
youth, across all levels of risk (see appended Literature Review). The Towards Mauri Ora
research team views whānau transformation is a major component of maximising mauri ora
and strengthening resilience/protective factors in suicide prevention.
Ahikaa
entrepreneurship education programmes have clearly made significant contributions to
whānau transformation as articulated by programme participants and whānau. This has
occurred in part by helping to improve communications and relationships between whānau
members – particularly rangatahi, mātua and kaumātua generations – and through providing
models of and practise in negotiation skills, conflict resolution, appreciation of differing
strengths, challenges and contributions of individuals, and tautoko and manaakitanga as
components of whanaungatanga.

Essential Ingredients
Below is a description of those ingredients that the Towards Mauri Ora research team
concluded were essential for effective up-stream to mid-stream suicide prevention
interventions and whānau transformation for at risk indigenous groups.
o Rangatiratanga. Decolonising our minds and reclaiming a strong positive cultural
identity are essential steps on the journey towards reclaiming rangatiratanga. A way that
Ahikaa facilitated this step was through participants and whānau working out what is
important to them, and setting their own goals and destinations for their Ahikaa and future
journey. By doing this programme participants and whānau begin exercising rangatiratanga
in their lives.
o A strength based approach and positive focus. At Ahikaa even the identification and
addressing of weaknesses or blocks to achieving goals was done with a positive focus. For
example, the SWOT 314 analysis is used to assess potential issues that could hinder the
achievement of goals (both in business and in life) and then pathways are identified to address
those issues. All this is done maintaining a positive aspect (goal) as the main focus.

314

SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats)
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o Environments grounded in familiar cultural values and processes. Instructions to tutors
to treat programme participants as their whānau, and the Ahikaa programme base (class) as
their home brought a level of whanaungatanga that opened the way for the practice of
tikanga at a grassroots, practical level. Exercising manaakitanga, aroha, tautoko, āwhina,
rangatiratanga was modelled and encouraged by tutors and became a part of the learning
environment and process. This encouraged participants and their whānau to be comfortable
(and ‘at home’) in the environment, to want to ‘give back’ (reciprocate) and also open to new
ways of seeing and doing, and on which to base their and their whānau's positive
transformations. Implementing tikanga in a practical way also contributed to strengthening
cultural identity in that it provided another perspective on what 'tikanga' is. This often led to
participants identifying a stronger cultural knowledge than they had previously given
themselves credit for as they realised that cultural identity was a lot broader than proficiency
in te reo and marae-based kawa alone and resulted in a sense of pride in their identity.
o Whanaungatanga; a team for life. Although participants on Ahikaa programmes may
take different directions, in the main they felt that they had a ‘support team for life’. Through
the exercise of the various values championed in Ahikaa, participants, whether biological
whānau or not, continued to support each other in areas such as opportunities, sharing skills,
housing, provision of food and bedding if required, recovery journeys (becoming fee of
addictions), moral and wairua support. Essentially, access to a wider range of support
systems and mechanisms was facilitated.
o Stepping stones. Small steps become bigger steps as (individual and group) achievements
and successes build upon each other. This is a strategy designed to maintain motivation and
grow confidence.
o An ‘entrepreneurial mindset’ as an essential and under-utilised tool for life. An
entrepreneurial mindset and the exercise of entrepreneurship in a myriad of ways is an underrecognised and often under-developed Māori cultural strength. Hope and resilience are key
elements of an entrepreneurial mindset. Opening the mind and the conversations to new
ways of seeing, thinking and doing in the world can liberate us from the mental and
behavioural prisons that may be containing us. It also includes resilience factors that the
Ahikaa programme encourages participants to apply not just in business but across their lives.
Hence the entrepreneurial mindset is a mechanism that it would be beneficial to explicitly
recognise, nurture and strengthen within Māori whānau, hapū, iwi and other communities.
o Learning to swim in our economic sea. Using the metaphors provided to us by Ahikaa
whānau; We live on an Island surrounded by water. The economic environment is like the
water that surrounds us. If we want to thrive in this environment we must learn, at least to
tread water, preferably to swim, ideally to build our waka together and to navigate on our
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economic seas. Financial, business and commercial understandings assist to find new
horizons, to connect with the wider world and to have the option of setting new
destinations. 315 In effect, participants saw that in order to participate fully in the socioeconomic environment they (as individuals and whānau) needed to understand the economic
and business environments and gain the skills and tools needed to be active and effective
within that environment, if they were to progress towards the places in life where they wished
to be.
o Tikanga. According to the Ahikaa tutors interviewed, tikanga and traditions, when
followed with clear focus, plenty of aroha and decolonised minds, provides a roadmap to
mauri ora. It is important that whānau, Māori and groups of various provenances continue to
build on what we already have and what we know is effective. According to the participants
and tutors who contributed to this study, what is needed is committed implementation of
those kaupapa and tikanga that lead towards mauri ora. That in turn however requires a
wider view of what constitutes suicide prevention and wellbeing. It requires cross-sectoral,
holistic action, and it requires working with, within and with leadership from the communities
and groups most affected by the scourge of suicide.
The hope is that this research has identified potential factors that can be adapted and
implemented in the field of suicide prevention and contribute to the kaupapa of suicide
prevention in a significant manner.
The Ahikaa programme approach can be and has been implemented across cultures and
circumstances. 316 There is no reason that essential features of the entrepreneurship
education programmes explored in this study may not be replicated in environments,
programmes and initiatives centred on other kaupapa.
It is clear that the time for terminological debates has long passed. Theoretical models cannot
be relied on exclusively to resolve our suicide epidemic. The time for practical effective
programmes – experienced and endorsed by vulnerable communities themselves – is now
upon us.

Ahikaa participants group interview
For example a recent Samoan focus youth and aiga programme elicited similar positive comments and (anonymous) evaluation
responses as those recorded in this study.

315
316
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Glossary of Māori Words
Ako - Learn
Aroha - Love, compassion
Āwhina - Support, assistance
Hāpaingia - Promote, lift up
Hāpori - Society
Hapū - Sub-tribe, pregnant
Hauora - Health
Hinengaro - Mind
Iwi - Tribe, bones
Kahupō - Spiritual blindness
Kai - Food
Kai-moana - Seafood
Kanohi - Face
Kapa Haka - Māori performing arts
Kaitiakitanga - Guardianship
Kaumātua - Elderly
Kaupapa - Topic, principle, purpose, policy
Kawa - Protocols
Kete - Basket
Kitea - Seen, found
Koha - Gift, contribution
Kōhanga - Nest
Kōrero - Talk, speak
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Kotahitanga - Unity
Kura - School
Mahi - Work
Mana - Authority, power, prestige, authority, influence, status, spiritual power, charisma
Manaakitanga - Hospitality
Manuhiri - Visitor/s
Marae - Customary tribal meeting place
Mātauranga - Knowledge, education, experience
Mātua - Parents, Elder male
Maurioho - Spiritual awakening
Mauriora - Well being
Moana - Sea, large body of water
Mōhio - Clever, Wise
Moko(puna) - Grandchild, grandchildren
Mōteatea - Traditional type of song, chant, lament
Noho - Sit, stay
Pā - Settlement (usually close to or surrounding a marae)
Pēpēhā - Tribal saying used for the purposes of identifying the speaker.
Pōhara - Poor
Pūrākau - Legend, folk story
Pūtea - Money, resource
Rangatahi - Younger generation, youth
Rangatiratanga - Sovereignty, freedom
Reo - Language, voice
Rewana - Māori bread
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Rohe - Geographic area
Rōpū - Group
Rōpū - Group of people
Taha - Side
Takiwā - District, area, region
Tangata - Person
Tangi - Bereavement, funeral
Tautoko - Support
Te Moana ā Toi - Bay of Plenty Region
Te Ngīra Tuitui - Entrepreneurship
Te Tau Ihu o Te Waka ā Māui - Top of the South Island
Te Whanganui ā Tara - Wellington Region
Tikanga - Customs
Tīnana - Body
Wairua - Spirit
Waka - Vessel
Whā - Four
Whakamā - Embarrassment
Whakapapa - Genealogy
Whakatauāki - Proverb
Whānau - Family
Whanaungatanga - Relationship/s, kinship
Whare - House
Wheke - Octopus
Whenua - Land, afterbirth
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Appendix 1 - Towards Mauri Ora Participant Consent Form

Towards Mauriora:
Entrepreneurship education and community development for hard to reach rangatahi and
their whānau – pathways and models for well-being, resilience and sustainable development
CONSENT FORM
THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF SEVEN (7) YEARS
I have read the Information Sheet and have had the details of the study explained to me.
My questions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I understand that I may ask
further questions at any time.
I agree to the interview being audio taped.

Yes
No

I agree to voluntarily participate in this study under conditions set out in the Information
Sheet, but may withdraw my consent at any given time. I understand that I have the right
of access to and correction of personal information at any time.
Signature: ______________________________________________
__________________

Date:

Full name – printed:
_________________________________________________________________
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Appendix 2 - Towards Mauri Ora Participant Information Sheet

School of Indigenous Graduate Studies
Rongo-o-Awa
Domain Rd
Whakatane
Towards Mauriora:
Entrepreneurship education and community development for hard to reach rangatahi and
their whānau – pathways and models for well-being, resilience and sustainable development
INFORMATION SHEET
•

Researchers Information:
(Project Lead):
Dr Catherine Love
Email: catherine.love@maktek.co.nz
Ph: 0273247574
Professor Sir Ngātata Love
Email: n@educom.co.nz
Ph: 021540869
Dr Keri Lawson-Te Aho
Email: keri.lawson-teaho@otago.ac.nz
Ph: +64 4 385 5541
Shamia Shariff
Email:shamia@maktek.co.nz
Ph: 0211245736

•

This research examines the outcomes of specialised Kaupapa Māori entrepreneurship
education programmes for rangatahi and whānau. In particular, we wish to explore
how being involved in the Entrepreneurship Programme may have helped you make
positive changes in your life. We want to understand how entrepreneurship education
based on the principles of whanaungatanga, manaakitanga and 'te ngīra tuitui' has the
potential to support 'hard-to-reach'/at risk rangatahi and their whānau to positively
transform their lives. We will look at, if and how being on the programme may have
helped you develop in areas such as community development, well-being, resilience,
and protective factors for suicide prevention and especially how it may have helped
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you and/or your whānau look forward to the future. This research has never been
done before so we hope that what we learn from you will help to develop new ways
for other rangatahi and whānau to develop their positive potential in the future.
Participant Recruitment
• You have been recruited to be involved in this study as you have been/are involved in
the Entrepreneurship Education/Ahikaa program.
• The criteria for this study is as follows:
1. Individuals who have been or are currently participants in an
entrepreneurship education programme through one of several avenues
including Koru Institute, Te Whare Wananga o Awanuiarangi and
Entrepreneurship New Zealand Trust
2. are aged from 16 to 65 years at the time of participating in the study
3. Up to 15 youth (16-30 years) and up to 5 whānau identified and
consenting to participate, from each of three regions (Bay of Plenty,
Wellington, Marlborough) will be involved in the study.
• The only people that may be excluded from participating in this research are those
that may have physical, mental/psychological infirmity or disability that impedes
ability to comprehend, respond or otherwise participate in the study
• There will be a total of up to 45 youth (aged 16-30 years); up to 15 whānau focus
groups @ 4-10 per group participating in this study.
• For participating in this study you will receive a small koha of $25.00
• Although this is a positive focus study it is possible that some of the things you may
want to korero and think about may cause you some discomfort. Please let us know
if this is the case and remember that you are able to choose not to answer questions
or stop the korero at any time. Also if you do experience any discomfort and would
like support the researchers will help you to receive the support you require.
Project Procedures
• All information/data that the researchers receive from you will only be used for this
study research. Parts of the information how the programme was run may be used for
a Master's Thesis that one of the researchers is doing.
• (In future the research may be used to set up programs to help others but will not be
used for anything that does not relate to this study. The information may also help
with other initiatives in the future through its use in research to do with this project.)
• Information/data from the interviews/focus groups will be transcribed and the
analysed. This will be done by the researchers and will then will be included in a
report.
• All data will be securely stored (both hardcopies & electronic) and will be disposed of
securely once the research is concluded
• If you want to access a copy of the final report or a summary of the final findings please
let the researchers know and we will make sure this happens.
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•

All your personal information will be kept confidential to the researchers at all times
and no identifying information will be included in the final reports.

Participant involvement
• You will be involved in what we call a semi-structured interview or focus group. This
is basically a korero where we may ask you to share some experiences and thoughts
with us.
• If you are participating in an interview this should take no more than 90 minutes. If
you are participating in a focus group/roopu this should take no more than 3 hours.
Participants Rights
You have the right to:
• Decline to participate;
• Decline to answer any particular question;
• Withdraw from the study (at any time during the data-collection phase); and
• Ask any questions about the study at any time during participation;
• Understand the consequences of not participating in the research/withdrawing may
mean;
• Provide information on the understanding that your name will not be used unless you
give permission to the researcher;
• Understand that I have the right to ask for the audio/video tape to be turned off at
any time during the interview.
• To be given access to a summary of the project finding when it is concluded.
Support processes
• If you feel you need any support during or after participation in this study please talk
to any of the researchers who can guide you through the support processes in place
to deal with adverse physical or psychological risks.
• Please also talk to the researchers if you have any questions about the list of support
services provided to you at the conclusion of this interview.
Project Contacts
• Feel free to contact the researcher and/or supervisor if you have any questions about
the project.
Ethics Research Committee Approval Statement
• This project has been reviewed and approved by Te Whare Wānanga o Awanuiārangi
Ethics Research Committee, ERCA # eg. 09/001. If you have any concerns about the
conduct of this research, please contact the Chairperson of the Ethics Research
Committee.
Contact Details for Ethics Research Committee Chairperson:
Associate Professor Te Tuhi Robust
Chairperson

Postal address:
Private Bag 1006
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Ethics Research Committee
Te Whare Wānanga o Awanuiārangi
tetuhi.robust@wananga.ac.nz

Whakatane
Courier address:
Cnr of Domain Rd and Francis St
Whakatane
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Appendix 3- Towards Mauri Ora Research Project Interview
Schedule/Guide

Towards Mauriora: Interview Schedule
Entrepreneurship education and community development for hard to reach rangatahi and
their whānau – pathways and models for well-being, resilience and sustainable
development
a) Ensure that introduction and mihimihi process is completed.
b) Ensure that information and consent are forms distributed, discussed, signed and
dated and all research related questions answered to the satisfaction of the
participants.
c) Answer any additional questions participants may have.
d) Collect information and consent forms.
a. NB to interviewers: These questions are based on the literature concerning
resilience, indigenous entrepreneurship, hopefulness and suicide prevention,
and are to be used as a guide using a Whānau Narrative & Kaupapa Māori
methodology.
___________________________________________________________________________
______
Code: AK/NM/P

Individual and Whānau Pātai
Background Information
Example: Tēnā koe, koutou katoa
Thank you for agreeing to take part in this study. These first few questions are background
information questions. This information is needed so that we can understand the value of
Ahikaa, Māori Entrepreneurship Education programme for the development of opportunities
that advance and progress our whānau and rangatahi Māori. They also help us to better
understand some of the issues that our whānau face.

_______________________________________________________
Individual (all background questions also apply to whānau)
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Ethnic/Cultural identity–

1.
2.
3.
4.

How long have you lived in this community? (Name community)
Age:
Gender:
F [ ] M [ ] other [ ]
Sexual identity: (as relevant)

Hetero/Takatāpui/LGBTIQ/Rainbow

[ ] (if yes, ask for specific identity)

5. Other (please be specific)
[ ]
6. Level of education completed (please tell me what level of high school/college
education you finished?)
6a. Year 10

(4th form)

[ ]

6b. Year 11

(5th form)

[ ]

6c. Year 12

(6th form)

[ ]

6d. Year 13

(7th form)

[ ]

7.
•
8.
•
•
•
•
•

9.

Please rate your college/high school education experience.
Excellent [ ] very good [ ] okay/fair [ ] not so good [ ] really bad [ ] (please
comment)
Are you currently enrolled with an education provider?
Secondary school
[ ] (probe what year?)
Wānanga
[ ] (probe, what level? Certificate, diploma, degree etc.)
Alternative Education [ ] (probe, what level? Certificate, diploma, degree etc.)
University
[ ] (probe, what level? Certificate, diploma, degree etc.)
Other
[ ] (please be specific)
Employment status (are you in paid mahi?)
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• Employed (please state your current work) [ ]
• Self-employed (please comment)
[ ]
• Unemployed beneficiary
[ ]
• Other (please comment)
[ ]
10.
Income level (how much do you get paid weekly?)
• Between $100-$200
[ ]
• Between $200-$300
[ ]
• Between $300-$500
[ ]
• Between $500-$1000
[ ]
11. Do you have any financial worries? (Can you please tell me more? for example
struggle to pay for rent? Struggle to pay for kai? Struggle to pay doctor’s bills etc.).
12. Did you have any financial worries at the time of the programme?
These next few questions are about your health.
13. Do you have or have you ever had any major health issues? (Please tell me what
this/these are? i.e. diabetes? Heart disease? mental health issue?)(probe: where
mental health issues are identified – can you please tell me more – i.e. Depression,
anxiety, stress, addictions etc)

How long have you been diagnosed with/had--------------------------name of condition?
Mental Health and Wellbeing
14a.

Please rate your level of self-esteem before the programme?

High

[ ]

medium

[ ]

low

[ ]

no self-esteem [ ]

(Probe: please ask participants to identify what they mean by their rating)
14b.

Please rate your level of self-esteem on completion of the programme?

High

[ ]

14c.

Please rate your self-esteem today?

High

[ ]

14d.

How long has it been since you finished the programme?

medium

medium

[ ]

[ ]

low

low

[ ]

no self-esteem [ ]

[ ]

no self-esteem [ ]

14e. What sorts of things stress you out? (Probe: please ask participants to identify what
they mean by their rating)
14f.

How do you deal with stress? Eg:
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I.

Talk

[ ]

II.

Exercise

[ ]

III.

Party

[ ]

IV.

Sleep

[ ]

V.

Watch TV

[ ]

VI.

Social media [ ]

VII.

Gaming

VIII.

Music

[ ]

IX.

Other

[ ]

[ ]

15.
Overall, how would you rate your current mental health and wellbeing? (On a scale
of 1-5 with 1 being excellent and 5 being terrible) (If you have rated you mental health as 4
or above, please comment)
1[ ]

2[ ]

3[ ]

4[ ]

5[ ]

16.
Have you even been to counselling, a doctor, Māori service, school counsellor, friend
or some other service/source for mental health issues (please comment).

Section 2:

Cultural Identity

These next questions are about your cultural identity. (Prompt You have identified as - see
answer to question one).
17.

How would you rate your level of ability to speak Te Reo Māori? Fluent [ ]
reasonably fluent [ ] moderately fluent [ ] can speak basic Te Reo [ ] cannot speak
Te Reo [ ]

18.

Do you know your whakapapa? (Parents, Grandparents, great grandparents). Please
tell me what you know)

19.

Do you know the name(s) of your hapū, iwi, maunga, awa, moana?
Yes [ ]
No [ ]
I know some but not all [ ] (please ask for clarification if required)

20.

How often do you visit your marae(please respond fully); for what reasons?

21.

Have any of these things changed since attending the programme?
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Yes

[ ]

No

[ ]

If yes - how? Can you tell me more about that?

Section 4: Māori Entrepreneurship Education (Ahikaa) Outcomes –
pathways to Mauriora
22.

Why did you/your whānau choose to participate in Māori entrepreneurship
education? (probe: what did you hope it would give you?)

22a.

Did you take part in the programme on your own or with whānau? friends? others?
(probe: please describe, why did you choose to do the programme with these people?
what is the relationship to you? i.e. parent(s), siblings (tuakana, teina, male, female);
grandparents; aunty/uncle/cousin (others)

22b. Did your whānau support you while you were on the programme? If so, how?
(example)
(Mauri is: 1. (noun) life principle, vital essence, special nature, a material symbol of a life
principle, source of emotions - the essential quality and vitality of a being or entity.
Also used for a physical object, individual, ecosystem or social group in which this
essence is located.
Ora is: 2. (stative) be alive, well, safe, cured, recovered, healthy, fit, healed.)NB: this is for
the researchers information
23a.

What does mauriora mean to you? (probe: what does it include such as the wellbeing
of your whānau?, your tamariki/mokopuna?; being able to provide for your
whānau?)

NB all questions in this section need to relate back to respondents definition(s) of Mauriora.
23b.

Being pōhara/poor has a major impact on mauriora. Did the programme teach your
whānau about budgeting? Making a plan to get out of debt, how to set goals to
improve your situation? (probe, can you recall other skills related to Mauriora
through economic wellbeing, that you were taught in this programme?)

23c.

If you have set goals to prosper as a whānau and you have defined mauriora for your
whānau as (prompt – you said earlier that mauriora means……)how do your specific
goals as a whānau enable you to achieve mauriora?
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Taha Wairua
23d. Did the programme support your strength of identity?(prompt. Who you are as a
person? Please encourage whānau to talk about Mauriora based on their previous
definition).
23e. Has the programme helped you/your whānau to feel stronger culturally and/or
spiritually?

Taha Hinengaro
23f. Do you think the programme has helped with the way you think and feel? If so can you
tell us how/why you think that is and whether you feel that’s a good thing for you?
23g. Did the programme support you to change the way you think and feel about your
whānau and your ability as a whānau to achieve your goals towards mauriora?(probe fully).

Taha Tinana
23h. Has the programme helped you to improve your health? How?
23i. Since being on the programme, have you felt any better physically? If so, in what way
and what do you think has helped with that? (eg: kapahaka/phys-ed, taking better care –
going to doc etc. Do you do anything currently that’s healthy?)

Taha Whānau
23k. Has the programme helped you to get on better with others (especially your whānau)?
23l. Did you make new friendships with other whānau on the programme?
23o.

Have you maintained contact with people that you met on the programme?

23m. Do you think the programme has strengthened your whānau or your place in the
whānau? If so how? (Do you feel more confident with your whānau?)
23n. Do you find that you work together as a whānau better or worse since involvement in
the programme? How?
23o. Do you do more things together/have more involvement with each other now?
Relationships
24a.

How would you rate your relationships with your whānau?

Positive

[ ]

Okay [ ]

Negative [ ]

No relationship [ ] (please comment)
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24b.

How important is it to you to have good relationships with your whānau?

Very important

[ ]

important [ ] not that important [ ] not important at all [ ]

24c. How important is it to you to have good relationships with your partner (needs to be
language appropriate)
Very important

[ ]

important [ ] not that important [ ] not important at all [ ]

Pre and Post Programme Questions
You have identified some of your thoughts, feelings and physical health changes above.
These next few questions are about trying to find out a little bit more about how the
programme helped you to change (if relevant)

25a.

Did you have any goals before you began the programme? (Probe – can you describe
these?)
Do you have any goals now?

25b.

Did your feelings about your future and yourself change in any way because you
completed the programme? (For example, above, you commented that ………? (probe
would you say these were positive changes, why? )

25c.

Did the programme result in an increased sense of belief in your ability/the ability of
your whānau to change your life? (probe: is this still relevant?)

25h.

Has the programme improved your ability to cope with stress and worry? To solve
day to day problems? To make progress with your goals? (do you know how to set up
a budget? How to develop a plan?)

25i.

What was the most challenging part of the programme for you (insert as a whānau)?
How did you deal with this challenge?

25j.

What if anything did you learn about your strengths? (Eg: Did you find new things
that you were good at?)

25k.

How did you deal with problem areas or things that you weren’t so good at? (give an
example here or ask for an example)

25m. What were you doing with your life prior to participating in the programme?
(Describe your typical day/work)
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25n.

Have you entered into further education/training/employment since finishing the
programme?

25p.

Opportunity recognition was an important part of the programme. Did you notice
possible opportunities that you could follow up on after the programme?

25q.

Have you acted on any of these potential opportunities? (if not why not?)

Section 5:

Ako/Learning Styles

25r.

How did you find the teaching and learning approach in the programme? (probe:
were there particular cultural aspects of the teaching and learning that made you
feel really comfortable or uncomfortable?)

25s.

What, if anything stands out about the way the programme was delivered? (probe:
please give a specific example of what worked for you? What did not work for you?)

25t.

How did you find the culture of the programme? (Can be either culture or cultural
depending on their definition) Was this helpful to you? (If so how?)

Section 5b:

(Whānau) Future vision

26a.

Do you have any specific plans for your future and/or the future of your whānau?

26b.

Can you give an example of how the programme may have increased your ability to
achieve your goals? (probe: can you please be specific)

26c.

What are some of the factors/things that will help or have helped you to achieve
your goals? (as a whānau?)

Section Skills
27a.

Communication skills are an important part of the programme. Did the discussions
and presentations in the programme impact on your self-confidence and abilities to
communicate? (probe: how? for example?, What about the mihimihi process?)How
did you feel about talking to people and promoting your ideas/yourselves (insert as a
whānau) before the programme? (probe: for example, do you feel more comfortable
about communicating with people you don’t know now? Has this changed from when
you first started the programme?)

Hopefulness and Resilience
(Hope is an optimistic and positive attitude of mind based on an expectation of positive
outcomes related to events and circumstances in your life/lives)
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Resilience is the ability to bounce back from adversity (hard times and challenges that
seemed really huge at the time)...Resilience is the ability to get up and keep going after you
have faced a problem or an issue). .
A reflective piece...i.e. “looking back at where you were in your life before you did the
programme....?"
28.
Did the programme help you to deal with adversity or hard times more effectively?
(for example?)
29a. What does hopefulness mean to you? (Prompt what and who makes you feel
hopeful?).
29b.

Does hopefulness involve other people (such as friends? whānau? School friends)

29c.

Does hopefulness involve specific experiences?
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Being around positive people
Playing sports
Listening to music
Other
feelings of hopefulness).

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
] (List specific experiences that lead to

29d.

Do you have hopes, dreams and goals for the future? (Please describe)

29e.

Are you achieving your goals?
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

29f.

I am achieving all my goals
I am achieving some of my goals
I am not meeting my goals but am okay about this
I struggle to achieve my goals
I need help to achieve my goals

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

[ ]

Are you achieving your hopes and dreams for yourself? For your whānau?

Rangatahi
These next few questions focus specifically on issues that you face as a rangatahi.
Life challenges and leadership
30.

What are some of the challenges that you face as rangatahi?

31.
What does an effective rangatahi leader look like to you? (What skills should that
person have?)
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